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AMONG THE FABMEKS.

Ι.ΒΕΗ'Γ D. PARK,

Licensed Auctioneer,

T'.'uis Moderate.

CorrMpouJ'

/J

Attorney at Law,

Norway,
Kyeracn Block,
Telephone Connect Ions.

No Excuse for Tuberculosis.
IX DA IKY

Surgeon Dentist,

J^R.

TECTED

MAINS.

SOUTH PARIS,
All my beet work warrante·!.

MAINS.

HBce Hour»—'.» to 12—1 to «.
r.

SMITH,

Attorney at Law,
_

MAINS.

NORWAY.
Home Block.

JJKliKICK

Collection»

a

Specialty

A PARK.

Attorneys at Law,

MAINS.
Sllery C. Park.

BKTUSL,

A M'.aon S. derrick.

HARLOW,

1 oil Ν S.

I>1 \fl

Attorney at Law,

MAINS.

KLl>,

RIGHT A WHKELKR,

Attorneys and Counsellors
SOUTH

James S.

at

Law,

PARIS, MAINK.
Alton C. Wheeler.

Wright.

J. H. STUART & CO.,
CIVIL
35

ENOINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
High Street, South Parle, Maine.

Maps and Plans made to order.
Map* of the tlmberlanile an>l pocket map» of

«ai

h county for sale.
(Publl· here of the Atlas of

Maine.}

YVm. C. Leavitt Co.,
14 Main St.,

Norway,

All Kinds of

Me.

Stoves,

Hardware,
and

EASILY DE-

IIK

qllCKLY

ERADICATED.

Ranges.

Pipe Repairing,

Lead

and Iron.

|
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PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

aim! br%ut:f\tê the hair.
IVnuoU· a hunriaat JTutrth.
»T«r Γ*ι1· to Baetor· Ot»j
Bur to it· Youthful Color.
CurM ira. ρ d:Min a hair (a^iBg.
*Uc,ao>i >1^· at I)ni0p«M

Cleanse#

TEACH CKV
We want all the teacher· we can get. both
for Kail position», uoifra iv l. primary.
Semi for circular
grauim tr. an·! high achool·.
ami regHt-r.
Eastern Maine Teachers' Agency,
Stockton Spring-, Mulue.
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well nigh

may now be considered
criminal offense to have such a dangerous disease iu existence, when it easily
is witliin the power of the owner to correctly detect its preseuce au>l eradicate
It has not, perhaps,
if in short order.
perfectly been proved that tuberculosis
of the cow is communicable to man, and
vice versa, but the burden of proof
points to that conclusion, for the
bacilli of both bovine and human tuberculosis have bceu found in the human patient, and the inference is that
the bovine germ was derived from the
lie
meat or milk of a diseased animal,
that as it may, a majority of scientists
and doctors prefer at present to consider the tuberculous cow or steer a
menace to the health of mankind, and
are especially afraid of tuberculosis of
the cow's udder in that its milk contains the bacilli of the disease aud may
communicate it to infants in the form of
tables mesenteric».
It certainly is against all common
to use the milk of a
sense and decency
diseased animal, and this equally is
true of the meat of an animal suffering
from auy disease that has sapped the
strength, occasioned fever and emaciated the body. We do not wish to eat the
meat of a steer known to be tuberculous, nor should that of the tuberculous
pig be placet! upon the market. Every
possible safeguard should surround the
manufacture both of milk and meat,
and toward this end the stamping out
of tuberculosis may be considered a desirable step. But whether tuberculosis
of the animal is or is not communicable
to man, we know that it surely is so
from the affected animil to the healthy
auimal. It is a slowly progressing, contagious disease that spreads from an
affected animal stabled with healthy
animals as surely as a rotten apple in
time causes rot of all the apples coutined
with it in a headed barrel.
Tuberculosis is a "stable disease" of
cattle, just as it is a '"house disease" of
It is not a hereditary disease alman.
though diseased parents may transmit
the weakness of certain parts or of the
entire system which induces disease and
lessens resistance against its inroads.
In every instance tuberculosis nets into
a herd from the introduction of an animal affected with tuberculosis. Once
that animal enters the disease is sure to
spread, provided the diseased beast is
shut up with the healthy one. Fresh
air, sunlight, exercise, succulent food,
natural liviug, all lessen the liability to
a disease such as tuberculosis, but in the
absence of these beneficient influences,
it spreads apace. Shut up the tuberculous cow with the other cows in a hot,
dirty, dark, poorly ventilated stable and
other cows become affected and
soou
in turn affect their mates, until all
a

Oentiet,

J

HKRD—CAX
AND

There is not the very slightest excuse
for the preseuce of tuberculosis in any
nun's herd of dairy cows. Indeed, it

P. JONKS,

H.

NORWAY,
<

Me.

BUCK.

L.

j

practical agricultural topic*

nee on

ΛιΜκμ all communication· Inla solicite· 1.
tended for this department to Heskt D.
H vmmonu, Agricultural Kdltor Oxford Deal
ocrat. Paris, Me.

HAUL S3 P. ΒΛ RNKS,

they
j are
diseased, weakened, unprofitable
and pine to death. The disease is a ter-

rible scourge of cattle and it is increasing at an alarming rate. It should be
J. WALDO
stamped out, and it is within the power
of each aud every farmer to rid his herd
of the disease aud then keep it clean.
Evidently the tirst step must be to determine which animals already are affected and this easily is done by the tuMASONIO BLOCK,
berculin test, which may be employed
NORWAY.! either by the qualified veterinarian, the
Telephone Connection.
state veterinarian or his deputy, or by
the owner himself after be has received
HOLLISTEHS
aud
proper instruction. It is useless
absurd to wait for the state officials to
A liaty Hediolse for Buay People.
discover the disease and make the test,
Bris^) Uoldea Health and Recewed Vigor.
(io at the work now, and if the disease
Live
A snt'ilk: f ir Constipation, lu<lig«ition.
is found, stamp it out. Then make it a
nu l Ki-lii y Troubles Pimple». Kc/ema. Impure
new cow or bull
Β1·»μΙ. lu [ Brenth. Sluii'tli Howrls, Headache practice to test each
When all of the
uii'l UaclunUo. It'» Κ ··«:>· Mountain Tea in tab- brought iuto the herd.
Uenuiue made by
let form. ■·"> cents a box.
animals are known to be free from disHoi- isrrcu Darn Company, Madison, Wis.
if no
ease, they will stay free from it
GOLDEN fl'JGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE
animil i· hmni/ht amoni? them
made
are
and tlie sanitary surroundings

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets

Specialist

Specialist

Kor sixteen yearn I have llUe<l glasses to infective eye»· «ml nothing else th»t make» me a
•peclalUt. If your ere» trouble you In auy w iy,
•nil If you want expert a-t.lce In recant to the
who
tame, couie to (he man who U a bpeclalUt,
tloe· one thlnjf only. No charge for eye examin—

ation·

oreonsu

tattoo.

DR. PARMENTER
Kye Specialist, Norway,

Me.

Tel. 1S-4.

A Positive

as

perfect

as

possible.

It absolutely
necessary tu maintain
perfect ventilation ami great cleanliness
The dark, hot,
iu every cow stable.
badly ventilated stable is the breeding
place and hothouse of virulent tuberculosis. The dairy cow needs uo heatiug from lack of space aud air. The
stable temperature should never exceed
00 degrees F. in winter time, and the
temperature is to be kept down by constant chaugiug of the air without causing noxious drafts. Then let tho cows
out each day for exercise, feed them
well, treat thein we!), protect tliem
against disease, test them with tuberculin every six months, and tuberculosis will cease to decimate our herds
and endanger our people.—A. S. Alexander iu New England Farmer.
is

Behind the Plow.
Somerset Farmer writes the following
convincing letter to the Madison liulle-

CURE

Largely

Cream Balm I
Ely'squickly
ateorted.
i*

the Man

tin:
at One·.
6i*«s
Your correspondent paid a visit to
the potato aud poultry farm of Mr. and
It cleanhos, soothes
Mr·. Gardner Nason at North Madison,
heals anil protects
where Mr. Nason together with several
the diseased membrane. It cures Cahelpers was busily engaged in harvesting his bountiful crop of tiue tubers.
tarrh and drives
m
Mr. Nuson came to Madison from
away a Cold in the
Aroostook about two years ago aud purHead quickly.
· fc w ■'
chased an abandoned farm. When he
•tores the Sense· of M™ i
he
'l'Hâte and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at Drug- was preparing the land for the crop
n»aiL was cheered by being told that his land
gists or by mail ; Trial Size 10 cts. by York·
"would not eprout poverty weed." He,
Ely Brothers, 50 Warn u Street. New
however, persevered and has already
harvested over 1000 bushels of sorted
potatoes, and has more than as many
more to harveat from his eight-acre
field.
On being requested Mr. Nason gave
account
your scribe a very interesting
of his method of culture. First, plow
the ground very carefully and harrow
Q Having a tendency to squint can
until it is well pulverized and plant with
A be cured, and before having their
of
planter, using about 1,200 pounds
V Eyes taxed by study should have
high grade potato fertilizer per acre.
Λ child's EyePlant as soon as the grouod is dry in
Ο them examined.
spring. Cultivate well and till up with
X sight is not fully developed until
horse boe, being sure to keep the bugs
χ several years after the usual school
well off the vines.
Q age, and every precaution should
At present prices Mr. Nason could
have realized enough from his crop on
X be taken to preserve it.
acres to pay the price of hie farm

||ΛΥ FEVE I

I

YOUNG CHILDREN

overcome defects

? We can
? of vision in childhood
Λ

V

1$
$

X

which if let run on to maturity
can never be overcome.

S.

RICHARDS,

Pleasant Street,

South Parte.

Wanted.

All kinds of Pulp Wood the coming year. Correspondence solicited.
H. D. COLE,
Bryant's Pond, Me.

April

12th, ιοος.

WANTED.

An experienced man to bunch
dowels. Mi'st be of good habits and
give good reference.
J. A. KENNEY,

South Pari·.

This rear I followed the Instruction riven by
the Agricultural Department for cultivating
I planted a plat of eeed corn, but I And
that the ears are not ae large or aa perfectly
formed as those on another Held planted at ran·
dorn. Can yon give the reason of ihU, or will It
be next year that I shall see the Increase brought
M. J. H.
about by cultivation?
Germ ad town, Pa.

—

The

printed

about
A lot of stuff has been
selecting seed corn that will not bear the
Manhattan
is
It
test of experience.
impossible to
select seed corn in the fall with any certainty as to results in the succeeding
E. STEVENSON
observacrop, unless certain previous
Antfaor of "The Holladiy Cue"
tions have been made. In improving
our corn, we must begin somewhere,
and in the fall, at harvest time, is as
Copyright. 1904, by Henry Holt onrf Company
good a time as any. The laws of plant
Λ
breeding must be followed, as natnre
does not vary her laws to accommodate
'Too bay* already given Mr. Sim·
[continued.]
us.
Simply because an ear is pretty and
a description of blm?"
mends
"lier story seems to be straight" he
conforms to a certain empirical standard
"Yes, air; ne well ns I could."
or score card is no sign that it is a good
said in an undertone tu Godfrey.
"And told lilm the whole story?"
What we want in an "What do
ear of seed corn.
yew think about it?"
"Yes, sir—the whole story."
ear of seed corn is ability to yield a good
"I think pbe's perfectly inincent of
a large re"Except oue detail, I believe. You
crop when harvested, yield
any crime," unswered (iodfrey. with
turn per acre and per kernel planted.
did not explain how you came to be
as
to
his
doubts
had
lie
convictiou.
Llow are we to secure seed corn which
in this room. Will you tell me that?"
of her story,
will do this, which will give us, with the absolute straightuess
"I do not think it concerns the police,
to himgood cultivation, a yield of a hundred but lie concluded to keep them
Bir."
and inore baskets per acre of sound, self.
"You would better let me judge of
"Well, there's nothing more to be
well-ripened corn?
If it does not concern the police,
First, by selecting a variety adapted learned out here." remarked Sim· that;
I fromise you It shall go no further.
This means that we will
to the locality.
around.
another
glance
mo.id."·. after
1 persist," continued Goldberg, "bestart in by taking advantage of what our
"Suppose we take a look at the other cause 1 think that perhaps the story
forebears have done. Usually we shall
room." ami he led the way toward the
tind that variety close by our own door.
may help us to identify this man."
Seldom does it pay to bring seed corn inner door."
"It won't" said Miss Croydon, "but
modof
bedroom
another
or
from
an
was
state
It
ordinary
distant
a
from
will tell you— briefly, this man
I
latitude or from a different class of soils. el·;·, to size and with a single closet. In
claimed to have certain papers which
individuals
the
solect
must
we
were
clothes
Second,
hangwhich a few soiled
concerned our family. We had never
Last fall, at the
as well as the variety.
ing. The btd had lieen lain upon, and

Story

of

S

By BURTON

|

J

Michigan Experiment Station,

a

large

certain
the row.
variety were planted,
shellwas
1
that
ear
No.
By «his I mean
ed and planted in row No. 1, ear No. 2
in row No. 2, and so on for over a hundred ears. These ears came from a corn
grower who had grown this variety,
without the introduction of new blood,
for a good many years. The ears were
not identical in shape, nor did they all
conform to the highest points on the
scorc card adopted by the convention of
number of

ears

of

corn of a
an ear to

corn

growers.
Harvest is not yet over, and it is too
early to make decided statements, but
enough has been determined already to
Two ears
answer M. J. II.'s question.
alike as two peas, planted side by side,
have given, one 14S ears on 33 hills, the
Remember that the ears
other but 62.
looked alike and would both have been
reserved for seed by the wise farmer.
Remember that no ear of corn carries
that it
any guarantee in its appearance
What then are
will be notably prolific.
of seed
you going to do in this matter
corn selection? There seems but one way
for the farmer to do, and that is to
adopt the plan already suggested in this
dozen or more
paper, namely, to select a
good ears growing on vigorous stalks
tbis fall. Keep these ears warm all wineven
ter, protected from extreme cold
after they are dry. Plant the shelled
corn from these ears just as is suggested
above, in parallel rows, one ear to the
row.
Then, at cutting and husking
time, keep the progeny of each ear by
itself, and thus find out which ear gives
the greatest yield. Save the seed corn
for the following year from the product
of that best ear, no matter whether all
the ears approach the empirical standard or not. Do not stop there. Save
out a dozen of the best ears from the
product of this beet ear. Shell them
separately, and plant each in a separate
row the year following, and continue so
to do until you have your strain of corn
developed. It will be a productive one
and well adapted to your farm.
Naturally good cultivation, fertile soil
and good care must go with this continued selection, if any desired goal is
to be reached.—Prof. Clinton D. Smith
in Country Gentleman.

The Last Call.

The few days now remaining before
the approachiug winter closes up all
further work on the land should be improved to the utmost. With the short
supply of help, and the bounty of the
a huscrops, the later harvest has been
tle, and has left little time to take up
advance work in preparation for another
work
>ear. The time now left for euch
tue present season we kquw iû uumcu,
imyet by keeping up the activity and
proving the time to tlie beet possible
advantage, much needed preparation for
another year can yet be accomplished.
There will be no relief from the short
labor supply another spring, and however favorable the season may open,
experience has shown that here in
Maine the time for seeding is always too
limited for the work we would like to
can
carry out. Hence every stroke that
now possibly be made in aid of the pressure we know will be upon us in the
next spring should now be put forth.
On land not liable to wash, every possible furrow should be turned. Every
load of manure should be taken afield
and applied to the land where wanted.
It lias been learned there is no danger
of waste when the manure and the soil
are put in contact at this season of the
inyear. It is an evidence of advancing
telligence that the old-fashioned practice
of piling manure in the field to be spread
at seeding time is no longer seen.
Every load wUen taken to the fiold
should be applied to the land where
wanted. Thoughtful attention to all
labor saving practices will enable a
farmer to accomplish much more with
his limited help than is otherwise possible.— Maine Farmer.

Foreign Apple Markets.

a person fully dressed,
for there were marks of muddy shoes
upon the counterpane, fresh marks a&
of one who had come in during the
evening's storm. Au empty whisky
bottle lay ou a little table near the

evidently by

-r-1

«

1

c

:

3»-

1

bed.

"I guess Thompson wns a boozer,"
observed Sim mouds.
"Yep." agreed Godfrey, "his face
showed that pretty plaiuly."
"Well, the man we're after ain't iu
here; we'll have to search the house."
"Can't we let Miss Croydon go

home'' She won't run away—I'll auswer for that. Besides, there's nothing
ugainst her."
Simmonds (Hindered a minute.
"Yes. I suppose so," he said at last
"Of course she'll have to appear at the
inquest. l»o you know her address?"
"Yes; 21 East Sixty-ninth street."
Siimuonds jotted it down iu his note-

tic velvet

lint: at lut» louuueu

uni», uiu

graceful ligure.

Ile pa tue ! yet a moment. looking at
her, at the si -li-iir hands, the little ear,
nuil he pictured to himself what her
training had been, how she had been
fenced away froui the rough places of
the world, the unpleasant things of life.
Certainly s::e could never have comcrime as this or even

mitted such a
connived at it.
Yet she had lied—deliberately aud
distinctly she had lied. She hud told
him that she had never before seen the

dead man. She had told Simmonds Jus»,
Which was the truth?
the opposite.
Dot dit less the first. Her tlrst Impulse
Afterwould be to sjieak the truth.
ward, at leisure for a moment, she had
mastered her agitation, had thought out
the lie. and had uttered it with sur-

prising calmness.
"May I see you to your cab. Miss

Croydon?"

he usked.
"To my cub?" she repeated, half rising. "I may go. then? I am free? You
have not"—
"Betrayed you?" he finished as she
stopped suddenly. "No, I don't Intend
to. Whether you know the man yonder or not. I don't for an Instant believe

you killed 1dm."
"Oh, 1 didn't!" she cried'. "I did my
hest to save him. Rut it was done so
quickly. I didn't understand until too
late."

"Nevertheless." continued Godfrey
evenly. "I think you're wrong In trying
to protect the scoundrel who did."
The color faded suddeuly from her

face.
"To protect him?" she faltered.
"I'm sure you know him. You could
If
place him in the hands of the police
you wished to do"—
The door opened and a man came In
wbc
—a keen faced man of middle age,

5,553

to

London, 8,904

to

Manchester,

and the total shipment· for the week
from all ports (his side were 149,044 barrels, and for the same week *ast year
were 128,440 and the year before 129,569
barrels. The total shipments from all
ports this side from the opening of the
season amount to 756,976 barrels, and
for same date laat year were 982,147,
and for 1904 were 944,244 barrel·.—Cor.
in Tribune Farmer.
A· the

cold nights

come on

careful

police

succeed In
*Oh. yes. sir."

capturing him?"

Rheumatism

bone off the constitutional
(InmMi It manifests Itself
In local «die· and pains,—

and stiff
be
cannot
It
muscles,—hit
cured py local appucanons·
It ι^ιμι·ο constitutional
treatment scting through
the blood, and the bestka
inflamed

joints

measures are

be

necessary to the comfort

and vigor and therefore to the productiveness and profit of your flocks
and herds.—New England Farmer.
who

It's the specialist
prizes at the agricultural

England

Farmer.

Hood'sSarsapariUa

which has permanently
cored thousands of cases.

Tor MfaodA «ί nwHMkii con·
fairs.—New tmi for Book on Wlmi—Ihm, No. f·
wins

the

CliHooë Coi,Lowti,MWb

here talkln' quite

«o onct or twice,
bad. Hut about
couldn't stay no
longer, rain *r uo rain, an* was Jest
buttoniu' up his coat when a cab
drove up an' a woman got out. She

had α thick veil on so's I couldn't see
her fuce, but from her style 1 judged
she was a high tlier. She come up t'
me an' she says, Ί want t' go t'
Mr. Thompson.'
apartment fourteen
'Madam,' says I, Ί wouldn't If I was
you.' 'Why,' she aeked, quick like,
•ain't he there?' 'lie's there,' says 1,
'but he ain't in no condition t' see a
lady.' 'Never mind,' says she, ΊΊ1 go
up.' 'All right,' says I. Til be back
In a minute,' I added t' my friend.
•No,' he says, Ί can't wait; I must be
golu',' an' he started toward th' door.
•Well, good night,' I says, an' stepped
into th' car an' started It.
"I showed her th' door o' fourteen,
an' she knocked. I was waitin' at th'
elevator, fer I knowed Thompson was
too dead drunk t' hear her an' I'd have
t' take her down ag'ln; when blessed If
th' door didn't open an' in she walked.
Well, sir, I was so dumfoundered I
couldn't believe my own eyes! But In
—

ZÙI

could get out-that was by the
floor yonder." aod 8ta.n,onda

our man

looked sharply at the Janitor.
lllgglus g.ew red II» the
"I aiu't got uothlu more t eaj Γ
buret out
"You'll bo ityln

exi^ooltely.

i'io."1

'

retorted Simuionda coolly,
"you didn't do It. But I'm
sure you've told ub all you know.
Higglns sprang from hie cbnlr. fairly
foaming at the mouth with rage, bu
Sltniuonds calmly disregarded "»·
••I've left a man on guard In four
teen," he said. "Goldl.org wants to
to
his jary around «η the
look at things. Here's your ke> s, and
he handed the Jingling ring back to the

not^qulte.

bli

moving

lanitor and went out.
"Tbev ain't no cause t' suspect η
I ain't done nothln'." grumbled the JauItor
Then he looked meditatively at
his kevs. which he still held In his hand.
"Funny, he murmured. "Funny. I
don't know when they went out.

Godfrey eald nothing, but contemplated him through half closed eyes.

\t that instant the street door opened
and a man and woman enteml·
"There they come now. crleu Β g
"Good «eu-

6lnsÎprtoslogtofcMeet.

'^"^^otorood
elngularly

,l.c ..«η·
rich and pleae-

Ker in a voice

aU»I

J·1'1®""*

was Jest a-sayln' t' my
here," added the Janitor, "that I badu

iMttot found bio,»»
Tod'freyfôï'ôa
ynir
gating
of tlic keenest eyes
bdo a
be had ever encountered
"You wished to see me.' asked ire-

m»0h,

no, no," Interrupted
"But th' p'lice was goln' through th

HlgglM;

bulldin*
■

:SLTS-you
Thompson's

don·,

rr«ba«

been
man
f
had th' soot right acrost th hall from

^"Murdered!" echoed Tremaine. "Mur-

dered!

Why.

that's terrible!

.ΪΧ.'^οΛΓΙγ,

unctioo.

Who did

«itb »o.o.
enjoying bis «.tenBut Godfrey did not e\en
wag gazing, per·

ov^deotly

er's norior
horror.

ui> in th' corner. I rushed up
a woman to hold any man s ej
th* stairs an' threw open th' door"—
es_
i'mlfrev rather wondered that Mrs.
"Wasn't it locked?"
"No; an' that's funny, too," he added, Tremainô took no part In the discusShe stood listening apathetically.
"fer I remember hearin' the lock snap sion
after th' girl went In.
Somebody must
'a' tlirowed It back ag'ln. Mebbe th'
girl did It, tryln't' git out, an' Thomp-

picked

«»

wai

^

h«r

un'

tlw>n

ufiA lof

Lirn have it"

"Do

the favor to ilcny youraelf to
all callerβ tonight."

vie

beard of him before. We know nothing about hiin. But I came here—to
Bee, agaiust the advice of my sister."
"Then your sister knew you were
com

lug?"

"Oh. yes; and tried to dissuade me."
Goldberg nodded, still looking at her.
"That is all at present," he said. "Of

I sball have to summon you as
witness at the inquest."
She bowed without replying.
"One thing more," said Goldberg.
"Did lie have the papers? Did he give

course
a

them to

youY"

"No." she answered quickly,

"He

had no papers. lie was lying."
"Then that Is all," repeated the coroner. "You'd better see her to her
cab,· Mr. Godfrey." he added, with a
little smile. "She'll need an escort."
She rose from her chair aud dropped
over her face a heavy veil which she
raised about her hat. Godfrey
the door for her and followed her through. She shrank back
from the mo'» which charged down

had

opened

on
upon lier as scon as she appeared
the threshold, but Godfrey sprang forward quickly to her rescue. In α
moment they were down the stairs aud
at the door of the cab.
"Miss Croydon." he said, leaning
toward her as she took her seat, "do
me the favor to deny yourself to all

callers tonight."
"I shall." she agreed instantly.

CHAPTER III.
ODFREY glanced at his watch.

It was after 0 o'clock. The
rain had almost ceased, but
the wind was still high. He
turned back to the building and found
the janitor sitting just inside the door.
He had endured the ordeal of inquisition by police and reporters aud was

rather limp.
After all, Godfrey told himself, he
hud as yet only half the story; he
must get every detail from this man,
und lie saw that it would be uecessary
to proceed delicately, for his companion's temper was evidently badly milled.

and forth.

'They're searchln' th' house," observed Hlgglns at last, with a grimace
of disdain. "I turned th' keys over t'
them. Much they'll find!"
"Nobody there, eh?" It was not really a question. It seemed more α sign
of polite Interest on Godfrey's part.
"I ought t' know. I told "em they
wasn't uobody there. Ain't I been here
all evetiln' 'cept fer that minute I run
acrost th* street? Nobody In nor out,
'cept th' girl, not since 7 o'clock. That
was about th' time that there Thomi>He'd
son come In too drunk t' stand.
never 'a' got home iu th' world by hlsself, but they was a feller with him,
a-holdln' him up."

listening with strained
attention. There were n\any questions
he wished to ask, but he dared not Interrupt.
"Well, we got him upstairs atween
us. An' then, when I went through his
pockets, I couldn't find his key, an' I
had t' come down nn' git mine afore I
could git his door open. We laid him
on his bed an' left him there, a-snorin'
Ilk* u hog. That feller who was with
him was certulnly a good sort. lie set
down here t* talk t' me awhile—it was
Godfrey

was

raiuln' so hard he couldn't go—an' he
said he'd ruu acrost TLouipson down at
Pete ilagruw's place on Sixth avenoo.

giren to the proper
•belter of the farm animal·, and theli1
food ahonld alao be adapted to the coone of the great medicine Thompson
changed weather conditions. These
aetln' like
thought ihould

"Oh, yes; he stayed
awhile- he started t'
but th' ruin was too
8 o'clock he said he

answered the janitor,
"but it sounded like a small cunuon.
It didn't come from no sech little popgun as that which Mr. Simmonds

11

of
they

away?"

"Only one,"

"All right." he said. "You'd better
take her dowu to her cub."
"I'll see lier down to her cab. What
are you going to do?"
"I'm going to quiz the janitor and
Maybe the
then search the house.

himself as he turned to Miss Croydon.
lie gazed at her wlih interest, searchlU£ly. pouderhig how best to surprise
her sex-ret—lit the bent head, with its
litcrown (if «lark hair, shadowed by a

after all!
"And then what happened?" he
asked. "I suppose this fellow went

Godfrey.

book.

other fellow hasn't had a chance to get
what's going on
away yet. 1 wonder
out there?" he added as they returned
together to the other room.
They co;dJ hear a commotion of
some sort in the hall, the bum of many
voi'-es. the si milling of many feet.
The commo^ou swelled to au uproar
Simmouds opeued the door and
as
closed it quickly lieliind him. Godfrey
heard his voice raised In angry expostulation, and he chuckled grimly to

he?"
"A pood lookin' feller, well dressed—
lie was
uo bum, I keu tell y* tliat.
short an' heavy set. with a little black
mustache that turue.l «ι» at th* ends."
Godfrey's heart gave a sudden l^ap—
bo Miss Croy'on had told the (ruth

she went, an' I come on down, tryln't'
flgger It out. It was mebbe ten minutes later that I heard α pistol shot an'
I knowed lu a minute what'd happened. That drunken brute had got
too familiar, an' she'd put α bullet In
him; though," he added reflectively,
"why she'd go t' his room at all Is
niore'n I kin see."
"Was there only one shot?" asked

Latent cable advices from the prin"Well," he l»ogan at last, "you look
cipal apple markets of Oreat Britain reas though those fellows had about
port an improved demand for American
and threw a quick, worn you out. Mr."—
and Canadian apples, and at higher nodded to Godfrey
at his companion.
"Higgins is my name," said the janprices. The demand is large and buy- penetrating glance
itor. "Simon Iligglns."
ers from the Continent are purchasing Behind him the clamor burst out anew;
"Oh. yes. I remember now."
large quantities daily in Liverpool and various heads appeared in the doorway,
u.if tmmflint* tnr
HVimPllt In
London. Tu day sales are reported of various eager faces sought to peer Into
Kings at prices to give nets of $3 to $4 the room, but the newcomer calmly silence, listening to the trump of feet
per barrel herein Boston; fancy spies closed the door and assured himself lu the halls overhead, the opening η ml
give nets of $2.50 to 13.25; greenings, that It was locked. Ile looked at God- closing of doors, the subdued murmur
from 12.25 to 12.50; fancy high colored
at the of voices. At the stair foot, beyond the
Baldwins gave nets of $2.50 to 12.75, one frey again, then expectantly
elevator, they caught a glimpse now
netgirl.
fancy line of high colored Baldwins
and then of u policeman pacing back
«old
"this
varieties
red
"Miss Croydon." said Godfrey,
ting $3. All the other

are in âne condition.
The Boston Chamber of Commerce
Reminders for Fall Time.
gives the shipments of apples for the
Frost on the old cow's back nips the week ended November 3 as 40,112 barmilk in the pail, too. So keep her warm rels, 34,565 of which went to Liverpool,

every night.
Five minutes now fixing a wire over
the month of the cellar drain may save
mooths of fighting the rats this winter.
When you dig the last hill of potatoes, and tling the hoe on the fence "till
to-morrow," remember that memory is
short, and what you intended to be tomorrow may turn out to be next spring;
by that time the hoe may not be worth
carrying home.
Rust will dig deeper into the moldboard of the plow and the metal part of
all tools than you eau, and do it a great
deal quicker, too. Think about this
when you use these things for the last
time this year.
The battens and the ends of other
boards that are left to. fiap in the wind
when winter sets in will keep right on
dapping till they fl.tp out tons and tons
of hay and grain that you might have
saved for use next spring. A little
handful of nails, and a bit of time taken
now wiP. count big when the feed bills
oom» m at the winter's end.

—

Marathon Mystery

to give nets all the way from $2.25 to is Coroner Goldlierg, whose duty It Is
$o 25. These prices are for fine sound to Investigate this affair, and who may
fruit and for good sized lots. Small parwish to ask you some questions."
cels, consisting of many varieties or
"Only a few at present." began the
slack, sold to give nets from 25 to 75
coroner in a voice soft and deferential,
cents leas than the above prices.
IIow
Mail advices of the 27th ultimo are as only he knew how to make it.
led a witvery encouraging in their tone. They often, with that voice, had he
"You
are well cleared of their domestic fruit, uess on and on to his owu ruin!
eight
and the demand is sufficient to clear were the only witness of this tragedy,
and farm buildings.
all arrivals of American and Canadian I believe. Miss Croydou?"
Is this not a good showing for a fruit
promptly, and they look for a con"Yes, sir."
starter?
tinuance of this and even better prices.
250
about
"Are you acquuiuted with the mur
of
flock
has
a
Mrs. Nason
in Europe are well
The
people
working
Plymouth Rock chickens, also a tine employed, especially in England and derer?"
Hock of turkeys. She has marketed
"No, sir."
Germany, and they are large consumers
about 50 early chicks at very satisfactory
"But you could Identify him If the
American and Canadian apples when

prices.

I never seeJ f.iui afjre.·'
"What sjrt of u IjjLing felbw was
"No.

Growing Seed Corn.

corn.

"8PKEU TUB PLOW."
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was
a

treatin' everybody un'

fool

gluerally.

Then he
out th'

got bad an' started t' clean
saloon, an* Pete was goin't' call a cop,
but this feller said he'd bring him home,

an' so he did."

and
Hlgglns stopped to take breath,

Godfrey ventured to pat
"Did you know him?"

a

question.

S".U,r,o°r?r b'ou"' lust

Godfrey nodded, with uu appreciation
seemingly very deep.
"I fourteen
"That's it, no doubt," he said.
see you're α close reasoner, Mr. lllgglns."
"Why." said Iligglus, with α smile of
self satisfaction, "I allers have beeu
able t' put two an' two t'gether. Tliey's
one thing, though, I can't explain. As

was

aftor

oceup ed-I coul l see

ryor^=»-~«
'U'rB.av'»r.Îv· asMd Hlgglna.

I was rushlu' up th' steps, I heard th'
opeuin' an' shuttlu* of a door."
"Ah," said Godfrey thoughtfully.
"And there was no oue in the hall?"
"Not a soul; not a soul in sight."
"Are you sure of that?"
"Sure! O' course I am. There's a
light in th' ball—an', anyway, they ain't
noplace anybody could hide."
"lie might have gone into one of the
other rooms, mightn't heV"
"They was all locked—I'm certain o'
that."

Godfrey took a
two.

thoughtful puff

been sitting all

evening

vitality,

and

repairing

The action of
Scott's Emulsion is no
more of a secret than the
composition of the Emul
waste.

What it does

sion itself.
it does through nourish-

ment—the kind of nourish-

of stetl at his wrists.
Iligglns was ou his feet, staring.
"So you recognize him. do you?"
asked Simmonds, his face shiulng with
triumph. "I thought 1 couldn't he
wrong. I got him quicker 'η I expected, Godfrey; I didn't eveu have
to hunt for Ului. Of course you know
him ?"
"IIow do you do, Mr. Godfrey?"
Bttid the prisoner politely. "Oh. yes,
Mr. Godfrey knows me—he knows me
too well to think I'd he mixed up in

anything like this?"
"How are you, Jimmy?" returned
Godfrey. "No, I didn't suppose"—
"Of course not!" said Jlmiuy. with
"I wouldn't put a man out—
kcoru.
that ain't my line." And, Indeed, it
wasn't, for Jimmy the Dude had
ills reputation as an expert
manipulator of conihinution locks.

gained

The detective had listened with a
katislled smile.
"Hlggius," he said, "this Is the fellow wlu brought Thompson home,
ain't It?"
"Yes, sir," responded the Janitor In-

articulately.
"This." observed Jimmy, with flue
indignation, "is what α mau gets for
doing a good action. I found that cove
over at Magraw's just spoil in' for
trouble, and I took him in tow and
brought him home. Now you say 1 put
him out.' I'd better have kept my hands
off!"

Jimmy threw up his bauds with a
obbe
fine
cannot
gesture of despair.
that
ment
"Oh. you've got It ad fixed." he cried.
food.
in
tained
ordinary
"You'll railroad me to the chair if you
No system is too weak or can. I suppose you've got somebody
that'll swear they saw me do It?"
delicate to retain Scott's
"Yes." agreed Simmonds quietly,
"we bave. I'll have you idcutiiled toand
Emulsion
morrow by the woman who saw you

gather good

from it.

kill

▼e will icnd you
sample free.

ft

B« tur« th*t thUpictuM in thf
form of a Ufc*l li on the wrifp*i
of c»«rjr bottle οt BmuUoa you
buy.

scon & BOWKE
Chemists
409 Pearl St.» Ν. Y.

50c.ud$f; alldraggWfc

Τ

terest,
born love of the theatric, arranged
his witnesses so as to lead gradually
lie
to the climax, the denouement
put the jauitor on the stand first, and
theu ha I Simmonds tell his story.
Some medical testimony followed as to
the exact nature of Thompson's Injuries, and the bullet, which had been
was put in evidence—it was
much too large to have come
frjm Miss Croydon's pistol. Finally
Miss Croydon herself was called. A
little gasp of delicious excitement ran
through the crowd as she appeared at
the door of the witness room. Here
was a tidbit to touch the palates of

extracted,

plainly

the Jaded police reporters.
Godfrey, looking at her us she came
steadily forward to the stand, felt his
She
heart warm with admiration.
seemed perfectly composed and, If not
perfectly at ease, at least as nearly
even

any womou of her position could
such a place. Godf.'ey was
pleased to see Drysdule in close attendance, and he nodded to him eu-

bo as

be

Thompson."

Jimmy's face was growing flushed.
His temper was getting the better of
him, which, perhaps, was just what
Simmonds wanted.
"Magraw got a share of that last
deal, didn't he?" he continued imper"Naturally he's grutefuL
turbably.
But you ought to have waited a little,
Jimmy, you really ought When was
It you got tiack?"
"Yesterday," answered Jimmy sullenly. lie evidently realized the danger

CO.,

*OV«t. »ΛΚ'«"ΐ ÎOWOC*

In

couragingly.

Mb s «'roydon told her story clearly
and with an accent of sincerity there
It differed in one
was no doubting.
detail from the story sbo had told the
night before. Thompson, she said, had
perceived the Intruder, and there had
been a short, lierce struggle before
he fell ui.der the blow of the pipe.
He was uot unconscious, but was
struggling to his feet oguin when
his assuila.it slut him.
The coroner giauced at the jury, but
none of them seemed disposed to ask
made
any questions. Then Goldberg
lie left the room,
a sign to Slmmoads.
but reappeared In a moment, lead-

or uo

said

of a person unknown.
When it was over Simmouds crooked
ut Godfrey au invitiu^r linger, and together tliey weut down to the detec-

gleam

More convenient,
Makes the food lighter
and more healthful.

CHAPTER IV.
HE coroner's court was crowd
«I, as It ahvuye is at anj
hearing presenting features
of morbid or sensational Inand Goldberg, with an In

abruptly.
"That is all."
"You may go. Miss Croydon."
She passed from sight, the door
closed, aud Godfrey leaned back In his
chair to hear Jimmy tell a smooth
story of bis doings the night l.i.\ore.
Musrraw and half u dozen others continued the tale; It was α really good
alibi, carefully arranged; there was
nothing t*j disprove it, and at the end
the Jury, without retiring, handed in
ti... itkMin
if < 1 ··: tli nt the hands

"That mun Thompson'· been murdered
The door opened; be board li.gtfins
utter a sharp cry of amazement. lie
looked up to see Simmonds- and with
him another mau, short, heavy set,
with a dark mustache, lie caught the

FOWDER

Absolutely Put·

've you got to say V"
"Nothln'," answered Jimmy sullenly.
Lock uie up. If
"Not a single word.
you're goln' to."

lie

theu as suddenly closed it.
"Did you find the doors all locked?"
"Every one; the hall windows bolted
on the inside and the trap in the roof
hooked in place. There's only one way

and

"She's Miss Croydon, sister-in-law of
Dickie Delroy."
The prisoner's mouth fell open, his
color changed.
"What?" he gasped. "What?"
Then his Jaws snapped shut.
"Well," inquired Simmonds, "what

"Perfectly sure: there Is little
resemblance."

which are occupied."
Iligglus opened his mouth suddenly;

restoring lost flesh

"Well, who Is «lie?" related Jimmy

Imminently.

hesitation.
"You are sure?"

at 'em an' then I went down th' steps
three at a time an' over t' th' statiou.
I tell you. It purty nigh done uie up."
He was interrupted by η tramp of
feet that came down the stairs. It was
Slmmouds and the coroner.
"Well, we searched the house," said
Slmmonds.
"Nobody there?" asked Godfrey.
"Not a living soul. I didn't really
expect to find auybody; but we went
through every room—even to the suite

ment,

together."

witness grew |K?rceptll»ly more stern.
"Miss Croydon," he began, "you
have described the guilty man as short
and heavy set with a dark mustache
turning up at the ends. Look at tin*
prisoner before you. Is he the man?
"lie is not," replied the witness in
α Arm voice und without un Instant's

"Well." continued Hlgglus, quieting

—That's what a prominent
druggist said of Scott's
Emulsion a short time
ago. As a rule we don't
use or refer to testimonials
in addressing the public,
but the above remark and
similar expressions are
made so often in connection with Scott's Emulsion
that they are worthy of
occasional note. From
infancy to old age Scott's
Emulsion offers a reliable
means of remedying improper and weak develop-

uie her name.
I'd like to know who this posy is that
nays I did It. While she was about it, I
don't see why she didn't give you my
address."
"I don't think she has the honor of
You see,
your acquaintance, Jimmy.
she doesn't move In Just your circle. I
warn you her word will couut more
with a Jury than yours aud Magraw'e

S«"co 2«

down a little, but still keeping one eye
over his shoulder, "as I was sayln', I
throwed open th' door, an' there was
th' girl leauin' agin th' wall an' Thompson on th' door with α big blood spot
on his shirt front. I Jest give one look

Use in place
of Cream of Tartar
and Soda.

vigorous swearing.
"Say, you might tell

ing In Jluimy the I>ude.
Not until they were quite near did
Miss Croydon perceive them; then, as
her eyes met the prisoner's, she half
could. He «as In no bar- started from her chair, her face liU«*
ry; besides, he wanted time to thin
marble. As for Jimmy, Godfrey was
astonished to perceive the fascinated
gaze he lient upon Miss Croydon.
Goldberg had perceived their agitation, and the gaze he bent iqion the

or

"S0ÏED PIT LIFE"

using Dis temper and managed to
cuu!:*ol himself.
"And after au absence of two years!
Come, Jimmy," pursued Simmonds persuasively, "what did you do it for?"
Jimmy relieved his feelings by some
ot

tive's private office.
"Sit down," said Simmouds. "I want
We're up against a
to talk to you.

tough proposition."
Godfrey sat down and looked at him.
"Have you gone through Thompson's

MffW TOM*

He ο : Mill tue κίκ'ΐι together again
ami pUititl It 1» the b;l«· 8tu,m,g til*
rest υΓ the elothlng lu after lt-

"".',Γ,.Φ

.utolnovo^^ Wl lde.
">·
cleanliness." ho remark*!·
dothlug »«-l" « vlHlt to the laundry.
Of
A

'·· Yes.'" ί e'd 'reii

? » h1 hie furniture from
I
store down the street. lie had to pay
his reut lu advance l>eeui:so be bad *o
little ha^a.e. That teec.pl - the old/
thing that's g'»t his name ou lt-ob >e*.
There's a letter tattooed ou his le"
a

hut it's not a T—if» a J.

arm

"Which goes to sho* that hi. nam.
wasn't Thompson. I think you re rl?at.
Simmouds. In putting
sailor. 1 thought so last ni,.ht.
I've already Rot two men making
tour of the dock» trying to find some-

JJçJ

b^Ha\e°youV"
like
•♦TP-it's

ous

said Simmouds. smiling.
There's another curitliough, about the clothlug
vou.

thing,

be had ou."

"Some'of It^a

nrked with

u

mï!e llocfoi.-ue.!

Cl»\n-eGoUlilerg

Initial,
piece U

oue

Not one

with another.

some

and the coroner»·
the exhibits back

sent

to you." he said, holding out a parcel
to Simmouds
Simmouds opened It an to<). oat a
poeketbook, a pipe. a knife and some

'"S'S

he said,

Blgu«l

and

reCodfi«y

waited until tL.· doorV.
then he rose and came o\er to

"«ïîere's^somethlug

-n«~
SSJU
pin}»-why. they're
help

not here.

Slr:motidn smiled

»

-m

here that mMit
he
M>

picking

said,

he

us."

a

,1φ·

r\ly.

••That's another thin:,' 1 wanted to
tell you. The clipping» have been removed."
••Keinoved? By whom?
"That's a «,uestlou. They were eut
uiovetl some tln.e bet wee!» the tuo
l«.k.Hl at (be:n and the moment
tin· iruuer to«l. f'i-iwe.
Godfrey stared at bin» with startled

Ζ

ey»Yon

remember." Simmouds centlm
after v.e looked at

-that

II,Hi

sou's pocket."
••Ye·!· I saw you do that.
"We then went lalo the beiroou. and
had a look around, leaving t..e l.ody

ll"\Vitb

Miss Croydon." s.ild Uodf.ey.
*
comple.b.g l'u
col,t|iiued
"There's another turn,.
Simmouds alter a mo :.sut.
the piece of Ρ·>' we found ° 1

J

Do you know where It came olU/
"Vo-I was ol'.ig to look tiuH up.
The
"It came ιro:i. the rullator.
coniKH t'.'UU
This W
plum-km* «as ru
|vS.,oVeJ aud
a piece ot p i"left lying It· ""' the radiator. IU
··

», >»,r"

..
the position of the radiator.
-Ye.; opiHisile the bedroom door.

"Exactly. Then the person coudu.

iJu"'t """" """

·»"»··

^vir^M^Ua-u Ç «Mft*

belongings?"

"Here they are," and Simmond)brought out a canvas bag and opened
It. "Look at them."
Godfrey turned out the contents and
examined them piece by piece. It was
merely a lot of ordinary clothing, most

of it much the worse for wear and nil
of it strongly impregnated with the
odor of tobacco.
"Anything In the pockets?" asked

God f rey.
"Not a thing except some loose smoking tobacco. There's one thing about
the clothing, though—have you noticed?
it's all summer clothing; see these
linen trousers, now?"
Godfrey nodded with drawn brows.
"What's tills?" he asked suddenly,
holding up a swart object shaped like
a clam shell aud halving in the same
way along the sharp edge.
"I don't know. A curio
sea

picked up
somewhere, perhaps. I bave

at
a

theory that Thowpson was a sailor."

"Why?"
"Well, the bag. In the first placeonly a sailor would carry bis clothes
that way. Then put your head down

in It and under the tobacco j'ou'll
smell the salt."
Godfrey sniffed and nodded again.
Then he got out his knife.
"Let's take a look at the Inside of
curio," he said, and
Sir.

Thompson's

Inserted the blade.
A twist and the sides unclosed. Sim·
monds sprang back with a sharp cry of
surprise ns he saw what lay within,
and even Godfrey's heart gave a sud-

«
,1,...·..

«X "»< lK >».»tout *».

·ι... «ι»··"

(TO
Τ lie

street.

»"

CX>NTINLki>.j

UK

li/iriii of

(

η

Smile.

potent In the
the siu^e. Every
woim'ii cau count it m m ..' her actiualnlaaci·- Hi·· favjred few who possess the
Kin—Hot a s'Mil! oil, onvcmtloti.il «mile
that simply tighten* the lips across th.
A beautiful smile- is

drawing

as

room u» on

teeth, hut the ipiiclt. responsive expression that springs first Into the eye* au·,
then to th-> lips. Another uotlce.it>:·
feature of this «loam of sunshine,
which transforms the plainest face aud
can trausfiv'tire the most commonplace
surroundings. Is that It leaves th· features a>

<)iiickly

as

((urcii

It appears.

Urn»' Glaat.

Queen Klizabeth had a Flemish porand
ter who was over eight feet high
of great strength, and he was au extremely good natured inau. Whenever
he met any one who was abnormally
tall

he

used

to

patronlxo

friendly sort of way, nud

hlui

lu

A

on oue occa-

sion when he met at an Inn two soldiers who were over sis feet In height
be said. "Come under uiy arms, my little fellows." And. taking them up. he
walked down the room with them under his arms as if they had been children. much to their disgust.

Willing to Oblhre.
Uncle (to little Bertie, aged five, who
-<
,ls being taken off to bed) Joed ulght,
Bertie. Of course you always remember your aunts aud uncles in your
angular head.
Bertie—Oh. yes, Uucle Felix!
prayers?
smiled.
Then in an instant Godfrey
Shall I tell you what I say? I say,
"It's not alive." he said. "Don't you
"God bless Aunty Ivitty and make her
kind of nut."
see, It's some marvelous
God bless Uncle James and
Simmouds approached cautiously and thin, and
make him fat, aud God bless Uncle
took another look.
do you want to be,
"A nut?" he repeated. "A nut? Well, Felix aud"—which
fat
or thin?—Punch.
me!"
beats
that
And well It might, for In every de-

den leap.
For there, coiled thrice upon Itielf.
trilay a little viper, with venomous,

Godfrey
tail the form was perfect
looked at it musingly.
"This may give us a clew," he said.
"I shouldn't Imagine a nut like this
world,
grows In many parts of the
though, of course, a sailor migbt pick
It up anywhere—from another sailor,
In a slop shop, even here In New York,

perhaps."

Λ

Kant Train.

"Is this a fast train?" asked λ passenger who was tired of looking it a
station at which the train was not eup-

posed

to

stop.

"Of course It Is," was the conductor'·

reply.
"I thought so. Would you uilud my
getting out to eec what it's fast to?"
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rim Baptltt Church, Bar. K. O. Tay tor. pastor
Preaching every Sunday at 10:46 A. M. Sunday
Sabbath Evening Service at
School at IS a.
730 r. m. T. P. 3. C. K. Toeeaay erenin*.
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Job Peutuo —New type, fast preaaea, electric
power, experience»! workmen and low pricea
combine to make this department of our boatncaa complete and popular.
■uieiiE com·.
Single Copie· of the Democrat are four cent·
each. They will be mailed oa receipt of price by
the publisher» or for the convenience of patron·
jingle copie· of each tout have been plaoed on
«ale at the following place· In the County :
Brooks' l>rvg Store.
South Paria,
Shurtleff'· Drug Store.
Norway,
Noyee' Drug Store.
Stone'· Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Poetmaater.
Buckfleid,
Α. Γ. Lewi·, Insurance Office.
Fryeburc,
Mr·. Harlow. Poet Office.
Pari· 11111,
Weat Pari·,
Samuel T. White.

Coming Event*.

U. M. Houghton, M. D., lus gone to
Turner to spend the winter. Miaa
Marietta Stowe will look after her house
and business during her absence.
À sociable under the auspice· of the
Universalist Sunday School will be held
In Academy Hall Friday evening. Admission free to member· of the Sunday
School; to other·, ten cents. An endeavor will be made to make the evening
pleasant for all.
To make complete volume· for the
year 1905 of the magazines named below,
the issues for the months named are
needed at Hamlin Memorial Library. It
may be that some one has some of these
numbers and is willing to spare them.
Any one who will furnish any of them
to the library will receive the thanks of
the association:
Scrlbner'»— May and October.
Century—June and July.

Harper'» Baztur—February, May and October.
Outing—June and October.
There will be given a stereopticon
lecture st the Baptist church Tuesday
tngton.
IK.
11, 12, 13.—Annual exhibition of Maine eveniug, Dec. 4. Subject, "All around
State Poultry Association, Portland.
the world." Price ticket 15 cent·.
The Paris Hill party who are to spend
SEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
the winter in Florida are getting started
this week. Mr. and Mr·. O. A. Maxim
Young Children.
White Kur Eobee
go to Newtonville, Mass., to spend
Ball Season.
Thanksgiving with their son, Prof. MayΚ aider (or Women.
Dard Maxim. Mrs. Jackson and Miss
Holiday Book·».
Mary Hubbard go to South Boston to
Thanksgiving Supplies.
Stomach'» Importance.
m pend Thanksgiving with relatives and
What Is Catarrh?
Dr. and Mrs. Aldrich start in a few days.
Keep Your Feet Warm and Dry.
Miss Hubbard will remain in Boston,
Bond».
For Sale.
and next week the rest of the party aail
Probate Notice·.
from New York to Jacksonville. Some of
2 Notices of Appointment.
the party will spend the winter in Ocala
Probate Notices.
The Edison Phonograph.
and others in Apopka and St. Peters-

Not. £*.—Th.tok»«lvlng.
IV.
oxford Pomona Grange. Soith Parle.
Dec 4, 5, β.—Annual etate dairy meeting, Farm

Kor Sale.
Notice of

burg.
Daniel Winslow left last week for his

Bankruptcy.

Thanksgiving.
THK GOVERNOR'S PROCLAMATION.
As the cloee of the year approaches, the mind
turn» to the olntervancc of the best and ο Meet of
New England custom*. Thanksgiving. By law
It celebrate*
a holiday. It 1» In spirit a festival.
the Itountlee of nature an·» the reward» of toll,
arouse» sentiment* of gratitude for the blessing»
vouchsafed our state
of peace and
and nation, quickens the desire to lessen the
burden» of the unfortunate and needy, ant above
all else inclines th«j heart to a reverent acknowledgment to God for the divine favors Ile ha»
bestowed upon Ills people. Therefore. 11. Wtlllam T. Cobb, Governor of the State of Maine, do
hereby designate Thursday, November twentvninth. Instant, Thanksgiving Day. and ask the
sons and daughters of Maine to honor the day
and Its meaning, and heedful of the year'· disappointment* as well as of its achievements to
resolve npon a course of conduct that shall
promise Individual happiness and public well-

prosperity

being.

Given at the Executive Chamber at Augusta
this eighth day of November In the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and six and
of the Independence of the I'nlted States of
America tlie one hundred and thirty flrot.
William T. Cobb
By the Governor, with the advice and cousent of
the Council.
Btbon Boyd.
Secretary of State.

Here and There.
The Blaine House at Augusta has beeu engag
ed for the legislative session by a number of
gentlemen Including Mr. Bass. They «ay they
are unable to get comfortable and
accommodations at the local hotels.

satisfactory

Bm? Bass'.' Who's Bass? The list of
members-elect of the next legislature
doesn't disclose any one by the name of
Bass. Private secretary or something,

probably.

It is worth noting that Oklahoma has
gone Democratic and is also to have prohibition in the constitution. Evidently
Democratic views in Oklahoma are not
the same as in Maine.
While the saloons were closed in San

Francisco, after the earthquake and fire,
the city was apparently a very quiet and
orderly town; but since things got back

so noar their normal condition as to
allow of reopening tbe saloons, it is getting to be almost as wicked aa Pitts-

burg.

home in Philadelphia.
The Beeches closed last Monday after
a long and very successful season, and
will open again in May.
Mrs. H. R. Batcheller is spending a
few days with friends in Portland.
Mrs. Jordan of Auburn is the guest ef
her sister, Mrs. J. C. Cummings.

Bryant's Pond.
Roily Millett, an eleven-year-old boy
living with Cyrus Millett at North
Woodstock, accidentally shot himself
with a revolver Thursday morning. The
bullet struck a
passed around
the back. Dr.
on examination

rib below the heart and
the side, coming out at
Wheeler was called and
said the wound was not

dangerous.
Mrs. Amanda C. Dudley of Bethel ia
visiting at Amanda Sheran'a.
Sock Newell has moved into the rent
over Mrs. E. Stephens' store, and Mrs.
Geo. Waterhouse has moved into one of

E. Andrews' rent·.
Mrs. Hattie Bessey and Marion are
visiting at Sumner.
There was a sociable Wednesday evening at Dudley's Opera House conducted
by the Christian Endeavor Society.
A. W. Arkett was in Lewiston Monday on business.
The Greenwood Dramatic Club entertained the people here Thursday evening,
Nov. 22d, with the five-act
drama,
"Tony, the Convict." There was a good
attendance and the play was very well
rendered. Mr. Prank Maxfield and wife
sustained their parts particularly well.
Mrs. Dorcas Bryant, a native of Woodstock, and a daughter of one of its first
settlers, passed away at the home of one
of her sons in Freeport Nov. 10. Mrs.
Bryant was a lady of quiet disposition
and one true to her familv and friends.
She had been for many years a member
of the Baptist church in Bryant's Pond.
She was the daughter of Rev. Jacob and
Dorcas (Berry) Whitman and was born
Her father came to
Nov. 11, 1810.
Woodstock from Buckfield in 1799. She
was the eighth child in the family of ten.
Only one is now left, Elon G. Whitman
of North Woodstock. In 1S42 she married Dustin Bryant of Greenwood, who
died several years ago. Of her family
three sons and one daughter are living,
Charles Bryant of Minnesota, Orison of
California, Abner D. of Freeport and
Mrs. Emily J. Felt of Bryant's Pond.
Her funeral was held Monday in this
village, attended by Rev. Seth Benson, a

It is the act merely of a carping critic
to say, as some few are saying, that
President Roosevelt's trip to Panama
has amounted to nothine—that he knows
no thing about the canal that he could
former oastor.
not have learned in hie office in Washthat
has
who
man
eyes
ington. Every
West Bethel.
can see knows that the president has
"ArouDil the richly laden board
learned much about Panama that be
Thank· giving Day we meet,
Ami rentier thanks with grateful heart*
could not possibly have learned in any
Fur what we have to eat;
other way. Why, even Poultney BigeRut always at thla time of year,
the isthmus and spend
t0
When sklen axe coM and murky,
I'm mostly thankful for the fact
twenty-eight hours there before he knew
1 wu.t not born a turkey."
all about it.
"We thank thee. Father, for thy grace
That all the year our wants supplied.
With added gratitude, we trace
A man blind from birth mav learn
In every land, to every race.
that mixing blue aod yellow pigments
No needed good denied ;
will produce green, until he knows it as
A nd looking up to bleu· Thy name,
well as he knows anything that he can
We add to every prayer.
Far
ao the symbolic! cross nh ill 11 uue,
his
knowledge
not see, but what does
May Mars' red legions flee In shame
amount to as long as he doesn't know
And Peace be monarch there."
what blue and yellow and green are?
The fall term of school in this

village

closed Friday.
"Devil wagons" will trouble no one
The Democrat was in error last week
m stating that the last Revolutionary for the next four months.
W. F. Brown has moved hia household
pensioner had died. It was the last
Revolutionary widow. Four daughters goods to the home of his daughter, Mrs.
of the Revolution are still on the pension John Swan, iu Bethel village.
Charles E. Nash Jt Son, Augusta, have
U
J** that we
κ ii ν
shall
be paying Revolutionary pensions. our thanks for a complimentary copy of
the
toward
be
well
It
will
the
Maine Farmer's Almanac for 1907.
On that basis
Everett McKeen, who recently moved
middle of the twenty-Hrst century before
we get through
paying Spanish war here from Shelburne, Ν. H., ia employed

pensions.

It is somewhat amusing—almost refreshing to see the solicitude some of
our Democratic brethren are manifesting in behalf of the colored brother because three companies of colored trooos
have been discharged in disgrace from

the l m ted States army on account of an
It is
intolerable breach of discipliue
good that something, even if it is nothing more than opposition to President
Roosevelt, should occasionally bring the
bretheren to realise that the colored
man has rights equal to those of the
white man.

has

BeekfleM.
quietness and scarcity of

throughout

prevailed

this

THE DOINOS OP THE WEEK IN ALL borough the paat week, and your correspondent flnda little to record. The
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
aportamen bave not gone forth in their

Sunday of the month at 3 30 r. m. All not
Tkkh* —$1.50 a Tear If pal<t strictly In advance. otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Cnlreraallst Church.
Sunday School every
Otherwise $3.00 a year. Single ooplea 4 cents.
Sunday at 10 Λ& χ. u.
All levai advertisements
DTiminum :
are Ktven three connective insertions for 11-50
per Inch In length of column. Special contracta
ma· te with local, tranalent and yearly advertis-

Unusual

foreman in the mill of Merrill, Spring£ Co.
With eggs at 36 cents per dozen and
butter at 30 cents per pound those who
have either or both to sell have reasons
for feeling thankful.
Subscribers to the Democrat can receive Farm Young Folks and the Home
Budget, both a whole year monthly, by
sending 25 cents to Puzzler, Box 55,
West Bethel, Maine.
Henry A. Cross is entertaining his
brother. A. H. Cross, of Providence, R.
1., and Arthur Cross of Albany, who
came here for the purpose of hunting
deer.
Miss Ethel Hammons came home from
Portland sick with diphtheria, and her
mother, Mrs. R. A. Shillings, was soon
taken with the same disease, whieh
caused the family to be placed under
quarantine, thus obliging Miss Florence
Skillings to close her school on Flat
Street for a season.
as
er

A peculiar state of affairs has arisen
in Massachusetts, where it is discovered
that a counterfeit meat inspection stamp
has been used on meat which has not
been inspected by the state inspection
department. It is said that while there
are heavy penalties for the sale of unBrownfleld.
stamped meat, there is no statute providing for the punishment of those who
Chicken supper at Bradbury's Hall
the
i»y
eUmP To
evening. On account of
mind the defect seems hardly serious Wednesday
very bad traveling a small crowd.
as
man
to
let
escape,
any guilty
enough
Nearly a foot of snow on the ground
it appears reasonable that the presence
last week and to-day nearly all gone.
of a counterfeit stamp on the meat
Ed Wentworth has a very sick baby.
Should be prima facie evidence that the
Mrs. Fitch ii in rather poor health.
meat was uninspected.
Irving Linscott has moved into his
new house.
of
that
a
news
It is an interesting Item
Wesley Johnson will move into his
Japanese squadron will visit Honolulu later on. He will have a fine set of
and San Krancisco in the near future. buildings when completed.
George Rowe is in very poor health.
Merely a friendly, complimentary call
of course, without connection with the
anti-Japanese trouble in San Francisco.
Sunday morning, Dec. 2d, at 10:45,
And equally of course it isn't intended
J. G. Tarr will preach at
to remind us that in case of war, Japan Rev. Dr. James
the Congregational church on "Qod,
oou d have her fleet at Manila and the
Bank
Account."
and
Our
Sunday
Philippines under her thumb almost beSchool at noon. In the evening at 7
fore we knew it.
o'clock there will be a musical service,
"The Gospel in Sons, with Stories of
President Joseph Smith of the MorHymns." Come and help us sing. All
mon Church a few days since pleaded
will receive a hearty welcome.
court
to
the
in
brought
charge
guilty
him on account of the birth to
East Sumaer.
his fifth wife of hia forty-third child, and
Thanksgiving day and the dead old
paid h:s fine. In addressing the coart
before the fine was imposed he stated hen will soon be here. The former day
that he had "always desired to be a law- being selected by Roosevelt, the latter
abiding citizen." Somehow that has a bird of rich plumage and sweet song,
familiar sound. It is nothing unusual selected by—well, we don't just know,
for violator* of the law, especially the but feel thankful for the sweet anticipaliquor law, to assure the coart that thev tions indulged and hope that the boy
only wanted to "make an honest living." won't get eangbt, nor give ns away. In
the country long tedious sermon? have
to Thanksgiving bawls and
given
This Francis business is the fnnnieat the way
bellyache. Well, times change and
thing thnt has happened in Maine in a altho' change may be scarce, these
generation. The story would make—but
episodes in life usually oome
That's
further comment is useless.
ore the farmer's chickens are locked
It's
about all you can say about it—that
into winter quarters or the cellar winthe funniest ever.
dows are in. So let ns be thankful and
"Keep the jews-harp agoing, old man."
The Maine Central Railroad is about Nature and the Republican party have
to reduce its local fares to a rate of 2 1-2 fixed things about right Only one anoeots a ail·. In all probability receipts nual Thanksgiviag day, and oaly one
wiahboae.
will iaorcaee undsr the reduced nt«.

against

..

Ûusant

purauita and no big game baa been
tagged. The household pete hare been
permitted to roam about at large "with
none to moleat or to make afraid."
John's old hen, after several weeks' retirement from the common walks of life,
came forth a few days ago to the joy and
astonishment of her master aa the proud
John will
mother of twelve chicks.
need to exercise a little care, as cold
weather is now hard by, to keep their
little feet warm. But he can do it.
The exceedingly bad traveling of the
paat few days has placed a small embargo on the ordinary run of shipping
from this port, teamsters taking their
chances for better sledding in the near
future.
Evening Star Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons at their regular meeting
this Monday èvening work the third
degree on one candidate. District
Deputy Forbes of Paris will be present
to inspect the work. A banquet will be
served at the close of the meeting.
On Wednesday evening, O. W. P., Albert H. Newbert of Auburn on application, instituted in Masonic Hall Maydower Chapter of the Eastern Star with
forty charter members. Mrs. Belle
Nulty was elected Worthy Matron, aud
Mrs. Margaret Heald assistant Hon. F.
R. Dyer Worthy
Patron.
Seventeen
members of Evergreen Chapter of Canton were present and exemplified the
work. All report a delightful time and
the new organization starts out under

very encouraging auspices.
Mr. H. L. Holmes and wife of Auburn
are the guests of Mr. J. H. Hunt.
Mrs. A. C. Haley of Lisbon Fal's spent
the Sabbath with Rev. A. W. Pottle and
wife.
Mr. Frank 6. Davis has lost his valuable black and white spaniel. It has the
His rename "Brownie" on his collar.
turn no doubt will bring great joy to its
owner and afford an occasion for a good
reward.
dreenwood.

Snow mostly gone and cattle out grazIfit was June instead of November how the grass would grow; as it is
there will be a saving of hay while the
warm weather continues.
Last week the number of deer reported killed in this vicinity was nine, and
now nearly as many more have been
brought in. Last Saturday Walter Arkett
of Bryant's Pond shot a fine buck and
then hauled him nearly two miles to the
Bennett place, telephoned to the Pond
for a team and in about an hour was on
his way home with his prize. That was
the second one killed and consequently
the last for the season. Yes, the telephone is really a good thing to have; it
saves divers steps and much valuable
time.
The other day a Mr. Tamlin was cutting wood for Frank Verrill when he
had the misfortune to cut his leg so as
to sever an artery, and all the way they
could stop the flow of blood until help
arrived was to cord his leg with a handkerchief.
Again we are indebted to our cousin,
Mrs. Harriet B. Maxim, for a recent
number of The Outlook. It contains
much valuable information, the two
articles. Mars and Its Mysteries—marked—and The American Flag Farthest

ing.

North, being especially interesting.
When Willard Herrick died last spring
a girl baby and relative was born on the
same day, and only a fraction of a mile
apart, thus forming a somewhat singular
coincidence.

Last Monday the remaine of Mrs.
Dorcas Bryant were brought from Freeport and buried in the family cemetery.
On the same day a boy baby was born to
Mr. and Mrs. Dannie Bryant, and a near
relative to the deceased, thus forming
another coincidence somewhat similar
to the first mentioned.
And now they are packing apples
preparatory to shipping abroad, probably to Liverpool.
West Sumner.
W. E. Doble has sold his horse to
Wm. Glover.
C. E. Dunham has traded his team
horse with Henry Davenport for a pair
of horses.
Geo. Clark has had his old black horse
laid away to rest.
Ernest Farrar has bought a horse of
K. P. Bowker. Mr. Bowker has also
eold a horse to Walter Chandler.
E. G. Doble has sold his oxen and
bought two cows. Arthur Bonney has
also sold a yoke of oxen.
Charlie Buck is at work for F. L. Barrett packing apples.
Henry Young is very feeble this winter.
M. C. Barrows killed a verv nice i>iir
one day last week.
Geo. Clark and wife visited at South
Paris last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Horatio Chandler are
visiting their daughter, Mrs. Allie DeCoster, at South Paris.
The ladies of the S. B. R. Club met
with Mrs. Rodney Chandler Nov. 15 and
held a very interesting meeting.
The fourth anniversary of Wm. A.
Barrows Relief Corps, No. 79, was observed Nov. 14. The ball was very prettily decorated with Hags. On account
of the snow the traveling was very bad,
but about 11 o'clock they began to come
in wagons and sleighs. At noon over
one hundred sat down to a bountiful
dinner. Apron· and candy were sold
and a short entertainment closed a very
enjoyable and profitable day.
Nov. 10th Wm. A. Barrows W. R. C.
of West Sumner enjoyed a very pleasant
day when Mrs. Sarah £. Putnam of Auburn inspected their Corps. She gave
us many new suggestions and said our
books were in perfect order and work
well done. Her words gave us much
encouragement to go on and do better

work.

South Rumford.
Mrs. Wallie F. Clark has had tonsilitis,
and their little daughter Helen has the

whooping cough.

Arthur Lane, our R. F. D. carrier, ie
bis vacation, and his substitute,
John Holland, is carrying the mail.
Stillman Phinney has finished working
for Mr·. Luella Lane, and is working for

taking

M. L. 4 W. A. Wyman.
Richard Fleck returned to bis homo in
Harrison Nov. 18th after a few weeks'
visit to his sister, Mrs. Arthur Lane.
Mr. and Mr·. Fred Hubbard entertained the School League Nov. 16th.
Peru.

Mr. Walter Guptill has sold his farm
Mr. S. A. Getuhell and he is moving
his goods and stock.
Mr. S. A. Getchell Bold his farm to
Mr. Ε. M. Howard.
to

Rockemeka Sewing Circle had

Tuesday evening.
evening was spent.
last

a

sale

Yery enjoyable

Miss Mildred Walker will have a party
at her home next Friday evening.
Miss Rosa I)e La do has returned home
from Farmington where sh* has been at
work.

North Albany.

Mr. and Mrs.

Leroy

Cole and

nephew

returned to their home in Norway last
Saturday. While here he got a One deer.
F. H. Bennett ha· secured a bear, a
several foxes and other small

deer,

Wwt Paris.

not of the
beet Mid the roada were extremely mudAble
traveling, the
dy, making disagree
UniTeraallat sale and supper Wednesday
of last week was well patronized and
proved a big success. The fancy table,

Although the weather

was

bought

the farm

JÎT;
confined

4.

Clock Song,

Mr.

Selection from II Trovatore.
L. M. Irish.

5.

Ivan Tuell.
Violin Solo, Bcmembrance.

6.

Sons, Slog

Misa Brown.
to Sleep, with violin
Mrs. C. H. Bates.

me

7. Trombone Solo,
8. The

obligate,

to

F. M. Bean.
Chester Buckler.
Mrs. Harriet Coffran.
Miss Carroll.
Mrs. M. J. Purgln.
Mre. Mary Herrlck.
Mies Francis Hanki.
Miss Ella Lovejoy.
Mrs. L. E. Swift.
Eva B. Thorn.
Miss I.ora Wllllce.
Alton C. Wyman.

Mrs. Annas
pany are rushed with ordera for Christ-

and Theodoslus gave orders that no one

Ust week Dr. Oakes and Dr.
were called in consultation.

W

tor*

left for Salem
spend the win-

The many friends of Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Churchill regret to Jearn that
they are soon to leave for Cornville.
ΛβΤ haV® Purchaa«d »

Seterra

hae gone to Buck-

fl£e?rude,Wa™>
field to work at Hotel Long.

Merri11 have

Kate
h«?narKareîi Hea,d and
feW days with frioDds
In Orono

n

*

Josephine Monk is at home for a short
a very successful

iMK
tom in
the
term

ρΓιteaching

Prince District.
m°Ved iDt°

"ew bouse
No*
School closed Nov. 15th. Scholars not
one-half day are Philip Keene,
Clitliroe Warron. Margaret
m »
nr
Heald, teacher.

20thaCk

f'®"

Mrs. Llewellyn A. Wadsworth.

"Death can not loug divide;
It la as If a roie hail c'lmbcd a iranien fpnra
And bloomed apon the other side."
Nov- llth« Mrs.
wife of LlewWadsworth, and daughter of
ellyn A. w
the late Bartlett and Caaaanda L.
Clemons, died at her home in Hiram of
cerebral
apoplexy, aged 06 years, 3
months, 23 days. In her early life she

\5)nD^UI^ay,ITevJenin^
âi.n a® VJadeworth.

was a successful teacher, but during the
thirty-eight years of lier married life she
gave her best thoughts and most faith-

ful devotion

to

whom she loved.

those

her home and

\]ady

of quiet, retiring tastes
?.a"
and habits, but her sterling qualities of
mind and heart readily won and retained
many friends, who, with hundreds of
persons in distant states, who have
found rest in her highland home, will be
saddened by the tidings of her death,
bhe has boen a member of the Conereg&tional church thirty-seven years
She leaves one son, Eli C. Wadsworth,
but was related by birth or marriage to
one-tenth of the inhabitants of Hiram.
In the absence of a pastor, Bev. Horvey
H. Iloyt of Hiram Universalist church,
attended the funeral on Wednosday
afternoon, spoke words of hope and
comfort, and paid a tribute of tender
reverence to her loyal, pure and beautiful life. The choir sang in an impressive manner the favorite hymns of the de-

S,b®

Bradbury

Oxford.
Mrs. Sarah Putnam of Auburn inspected T. A. Roberts W. R. C. Saturday afternoon. After the exercises refreshments of cocoa, cake, etc., were
served to the Post and Corps. A reception was given to Mrs. Putnam Saturday evening by the W. R. C. at the
home of Mrs. Geo. Jones.
Milton Howard died at Wolchville,
Monday, Nov. 19tb, aged 73 years.
Benj. Flood has gone to Boston.
Nellie Hayes has gone to East Hartford. She will remain through the winter with Miss M. I. Corning.
A. S. Fuller and Geo. Jones have gone
to the lakes on a hunting trip.
Mr. McKinnon will move into Herman Bumpus' rent.
Exercises by the ladies of the grange

Maine News Notes.

Her ueet was at the base of the gateway tower, and while she had gone to
Sud food for her young brood a strange
beast, covered with sharp needles, had
Invaded her home, killed the nestlings
and now held possession of the little
dwelling. Would Caesar grant her Jus-

The First Christian church at Kittery
Point colebrated its centennial last week
William V. Coggins, aged
^Capt.
«nmmittaH ·ι.ΙλϊΛλ hp sl.nntino· at his

about

>

>

home in South Surry Monday night.

He

taken insane
day
previous, while in command
at
Stockton
Hazel
Bell
schooner
Springe.
had

been

a

two
of the

or

Mrs. Sabrina Watts Hall died at Jonesport Thursday at the age of 101 years
and two months, from the result of a
recent fall fracturing her hip. She was
the daughter of Samuel Watts, a revolutionary soldier who saw much service
and was commended for gallantry.

fiany,

sympathy

by

writer,

S. B. Hackloy. The whites' fortunes
have fallen and the ladies "do their own

work." An excellent understanding of
etiquette, however, prevails, and while
the ladies wait on their black guests at
the little table for two in the kitoben,
land to Β. E. Brown, adjoining Brown's
"Aunt Maria" and "Lizzie" appropriate
place on Kezar Lake.
the subsequent dish-washing. The enIf the winter is favorable there will be
tertainment consists in "Aunt Maria"
quite a large amount of timber cut about hearing all the news of her beloved

snow

is

nearly

gone and mud

Lovell last week.
plenty.
Herbert McKeen of Lovell is boarding
Apple· are still being shipped and the
at J. C. Sawyer's and cutting timber for weather favorable m there haa been no
H. B. MoKeen.
danger of frees inf.

Henry Gray, a scaler for the Berlin
Mills Co., was drowned Tuesday night
lomewhere In the Range)ey Lakes region, while returning to his own eamp

From the supply camp of the oompany.
He was found the next morning, when
learoh revealed bis body in about seven
!eet of water. Gray was about 00 years
)f age and leaves a family in Bradley.

Jap

Now,

a

dressy for evening,
12 98,13.75,14.08

Silk Waists, short sleeves, very

NECKWEAR

fancy ribbon, braid, beads,

Of fancy chiffon with
Other styles from

BAILEY,
Lancaster, Ν. II.

ABNER

and

ruching,

2i»c.

15c. to 50c.

.......

Probate Court to be neld at said Paris, on the
third Tuesday of December, A. D. 1906, at 9
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If they soe cause.

FRANCES C. STOWE, lateof Parts, deceased :
will and petition for probate thereof presented
by Faustina C. Brown, the executrix therein
named.

8ILA8 E. KING, late of Oxford, doceased;
petition that Florence U. King or some other
suitable person be appointe*! administratrix
presented by Florence H. King, widow.
ADONIBAM J. BEBRY, late of Sumner, deceased: final account presented for allowance by
Frederick B. Dyer, administrator.

Main Street,
Norway,

LENA MAY JUUKIN8, of Paris; petition for
change of name presented by same.
PETER M. HOLDBN. late of Paris, deceased;
first account presented for allowance by James
S.

Wright, executor.

Maine.

·

STORES·

BLUE

Do You Need

IRA PAINE,lateof Canton, deceased; petition for license to sell and convey real estate
presented by John R. Trask, administrator.

late

DORA L.

which reduce» It. If I took it from the
side the deformity would be exaggerated a hundredfold.
"The homeliest |>ersons need not fear
having their pictures taken If they will
put themselves wholly In the photoghands and pose Just as they
instructed to."—New York Press.

rapher's

Lonely Man In ■ Crowd.
"Once In a great while," remarked
the old New Yorker, "I have been
caught out on Broadway In the theater
district Just as (he women and girls
were coming out from the matinee performances. Iu spite of the fact that
there are always a great inuuy men in

this crowd the proportion of femininity
is overwhelming, and I've been puzzled
to find a satisfactory reason for my
sense of confusion and embarrassment.
But now I know Just how I feel and
why I have the emotious that always
beset me so keenly there at such a
time. I am simply suffering In the way
a man always does who goes to an afternoon tea and finds himself the only
on

Mary, queen of Scots, must have believed Id phonetic spelling, (or she
wrote to her sua in 1570:

Delr Son-I sen thir berares to see zow
and bring me word how se do and to
remember cow to le&rne In tyme to love,
knaw and folr Ood, and nlzt yat, conforme to Goddls command and good nature, to remember ye dcwtle anent hlr
yat hes borne zow in hlr sydes. I send
sow η bulk to learne ye samyn, and I
pray God cow may learne yat begennlng.
and that he will give cow hi· blessing, as
I do hartlle give cow myne, in help cow
sail deserve It quhan sow come to dl>cretlon. Your loving and good moder,
MARIE R.
The Turk* and the Crescent.

When Philip of Macedon approached
by night with hie troops to scale the
walls of Byzantium the moon, then
new or In crescent, shone out and discovered his design to the besieged,
who repulsed him. The crescent was
after that adopted as the favorite
badge of the city. When the Turks
took Byzantium they found the crescent in every public place and, believ-

ing It to possess some magical power,
adopted It themselves.
Co u sol lug.

Any of These Goods?

working out in the snows and blows of winter
clothing made to withstand these things, else he does
do his best work. Here are a few of the many things

Every

man

needs

not

have.

we

Work TroUiere—"Kno-Wet"
will

keep

or

Strong,

Rain Proof.

warm

and

Werner makes.

dry. Madrid, Dutchess and
$3-a5> $3* $3·75» $2·5°» $2·35ι
you

$«■So-

Russian Vests—Not a large garment but the warmest for its size.
Wind and cold proof. Buy one and you will agree with us. $2.75
down to

$1.50.

of Canton, deceased;

Carney,
OLIVER A. ROBBINS, of Sumner, ward;
first account presented for allowance by Irwin
W. Bobbins, guardian.
ADDISON E. MERRICK, Judge of said Court.
V true copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK, Roglster.

ALFReIT COLE,'

Hat-Cap—Ever

I

In

νβ.

H. NOYES

heard thereon.
Dated at Auburn, Nov.
Justice
A true copy, attest :

Paris,

hole
Call

JAMES N. FAVOR, SKs«UCKfR
and $5.00.

ïoS
f OS
fc&ea

za
Clara L. Mixer,
Sophia and Geo.

Every

No.

line

a

bargain,

can

be found here.

right price.

all kinds of footwear at the

"c

Also

Successors

OPERA HOUSE

to

Smiley

a

full line of

Call and

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe

ou

Se.5
S„
β M
« t42
sa?
Dec. 31,1874, 9 4 67

1014)1
Jan. 23,1883,
No.
Lapham,
GEORGE M. ATWOOD, Treasurer.

Other lines for

$2.50, $2.00, and $1.50.

■β

c α
•St)

Fifczu, $3.50 and $4.00.

Iroquois, $3.00.

living.

«(.g

KTorway. Malno.

Walk Over Shoes, $3.50, $4.00

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
The following statement contains the name,
the amount standing to his credit, the last known
place of residence or post-office address and the
fact uf death, If known, of every depositor In the
South Paris Savings Bank, who has not made a
deposit, or withdrawn any part thereof, or any
part of the dividends thereon, for a period of
more than 20 years next preceding November 1,
1906, and Is not known to the treaaurer to be

ïS"

larger than ever. I have all grades from $2.00 to
My best selling robe is a white lama fur robe, with
in the center for the baby, that I am selling for $5.00.
and see my robes before you buy.

My line is

South Paris Savings Bank,

SZp

—

$0.00.

IN THE

*22

FOR THE

BABY'S CARRIAGE OR SLEIGH.

A. R. SAVAGE,
Supreme Judicial Court.

|ei

Norway.

(2 Stores, )

—

(IliaAIXED DEPOSITS

os

$4.

WHITE FUR ROBES

CHARLES F. WHITM %N, Clerk.

[L. 8.]

to

F. H. NOYES CO.,

91 Main git.,

17, 1906.

thing, $1.50.

South

Equity. |

OXFORD COUNTY I
LOAN ASSOCIATION.
Οκι>» κκυ. that a hearing be had on the allowance of the fourth and ùnal account of Silas I).
Andrews, Receiver of said Association, at the
Court House at Paris In the Countr of Oxford,
on Tuesday, January 8th, 1907, at 10 o'clock A.
M., and that the Receiver give notice thereof by
causing an attested copy of this order to be published three weeks successively In the Norway
Advertiser and In the Oxford Democrat, both
published In said County, the last publication In
each case to be ten days before said time of
hearing, that all persons Interested may be
FRANK

Great

LEATHER and FUR GLOVES and MITTS, 25c. up

Supreme J udlcial Court. )

OX FORD, 88.

one?

see

50c., $1, $1.50,

Wool,

STATE OF MAINE.

see

us.

Company,

Shoe Store,

NORWAY, MAINE

BLOCK,

Ir=

Men's
Overcoats

NOTICE.

In the District Court of the United 8tatca for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

THE

Capm -Fur or Cloth, also Gordon & Furgerson make.
$2, $2.75.

Not. 13,1900.
OXFORD, 88.
We, the undersigned, having been duly appointed by the Honorable Addison Ε Herrlck,
fudge of Probate within and for said Countv,
Commissioners to receive and decide upon the
claims of the creditors of Candlce Rodgers, late
of Buckfleld, In said County, deceased, whose
jstate has been represented Insolvent, hereby
tlve public notice agreeably to the order or said
Judge of Probate, that six months from and
ifter third Tueedav of September have been
illowcd to said creditors to present and prove
their claims, ami that we will attend to the duty
isMgned us at the office of Alfred Cole, Buck·
Held. Maine, Saturday, December 8, 1906, and
Saturday, March 9,1907. at 2 of the clock In the
afternoon of each of said daya.
Commissioners.

want t.» heir."

In the matter of
)
PETE ΛΥΟΤΤΕ,
( In Bankruptcy.
of Bumford, Bankrupt. )
the
To the creditors of Pete Avotte, In
County of Oxford and district aforesaid-:
Notice Is hereby given that on the 24th day of
November, A. D. line, the said Pete Ayotte
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the offlcc
of the Referee, No. β Market Square, 8outli
Paris, on the 12th day of Dec., ▲. D. 1006, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, ami
transact such other buslneaa aa may properly
come before said meeting.
South Pari·, Nov. 26,1906.
WALTEK L.GBAT,
Before· la Bankruptcy-

Covert. CORDUROY, LEATHER REVERSIBLE COATS. $1.50,
$2. $3i $5-5°·

COMMISSIONERS' NOTICE.

"Look here," remarked a violinist resentfully. "you were talking all
through my si»lo."
"Ob. don't worry about that!" replied
"I assure you I
the man nddressed.
wasn't saying anything that you woul<l

particularly

over

ADKINS,
that George C. Wheeler or tome other Lamb-lined CANVAS, KERSEY AND CORDUROY COATS.
subjects with crooked petition
suitable person be appointed administrator of
crooked nose should be her estate presented by Malcolm F. Hammond
$3 up to $6.50.
creditors.
and Fessenden V.

frankly attacked—that Is, the camera
should be {minted directly at the crook,

are

$2.r>0

cuffs,

SPECIAL

ENID A. and MERLE F. DAILEY, wards,
lery.
of Canton; petition for license to sell and con"Walt vey real estate presented by Nellie F. Dalley,
He smiled sympathetically.
guardian.
till you see the picture I take," he reMAUD M. BOLSTER, w.ird, of Paris ; petition
plied. "You won't know your own for license to sell and convey real estate presentneck, so to speak. No, It isn't In re- ed by James S. Wright, guardian.
touching, but I always pose a long
LORENZO D. IIIGGINS, of Waterford,
allowance
necked subject lower than the camera, minor; second account presented for
by Flora A. Stearns, guardian.
and the nock shortens up. That's only
NELLIE E. DeCOSTA, late of Buckfield, deThe
one of the tricks of the trade.
ceased ; petition for order to distribute balance
hatchet faced man I pose looking remalnlcg In his hands presented by Fred W.
Record, administrator.
straight into the camera in a full
ELVA E. STETSON, late of Buckfield, delight, nis face seems to broaden and ceased
; petition for order to distribute balance
become more fleshy In this pose. The remaining In hla hands presented by Washington Healu, administrator.
I
face
round
a
with
place
fat,
person
ADELIA HARLOW, late of Peru, deceased;
so that soft shadows veil either side
will and petition for probate thereof presented
of the face, which has α tendency to by Charles
S. Walker, the executor therein
make the features more clear cut and named.

aoses.

collar and

Embroidered Lace Net

.....
$1.00, kid
HOTICE·.
Long Gloves in white and black silk,
with
chiffon
)»0c. to <2.00
Silk
sticks,
Estates
the
to
50c.
In
of
5c.
either
.ivory
lntereated
To all persona
Fans, fancy,
hereinafter named :
10c. to 50c.
At a Probate Court, held at Parla, In. and Handkerchiefs, with lace, embroidered and hemstitched,
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
to fl.oo
50c.
50c.
to
25c.
thouaand
Sets,
one
of
Lord
Fancy
In
the
our
the
for
Nov.,
year
Combs
hair,
nine hundred and six. The following matter
ice
25c.
the
action
from
for
the
to
and
wool,
.Vk·.
thereupon
Fancy
been
wear
wool,
to
ball,
presented
Fascinators
having
hereinafter Indicated, It is hereby Okderep :
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
Oxpublished three aweeks successively In attheSouth
ford Democrat, newspaper published
Pari·, In said County, that they may appear at a

Why Yon Should Let the Photographer Do the Poal··.
"I always hate to have my picture
taken, because I have such a horrid
long neck," said the woman petulantly
as she entered the photographer's gal-

handsome.
"I often have

Is here,

Dainty

New

South Paris.

PROBATE

TRICKS OF THE CAMERA.

Mary, Qaecn of Soot·.

Maine's colossal oxen, Granger and
Mt. Katahdin, bred and raised by Rand
& Son of Stetson, are now posing as
"Down East1' giants in a Boston muneedless to say that nothon Saturday evening were minstrels, seum, and it is
like them has been seen before.
farces, etc. At the next meeting the ing
March scaled 0000 pounds.
gentlemen will contest the honors, the The pair last
hear it said that the Maine clilosing party to furnish a supper. Judges Yet we
stock.
dwarfs
mate
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Martin and Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Stone of Frederic Robie
Eight thousand tons of starch, it is estimated will be the output of Aroostook
Grange.
county this season. Premising that it
East Bethel.
takes 75 barrels of potatoes to the ton,
Mr. F. B. Howe visited Bath last week 000,000 barrels is what the factories have
on official business.
consumed. The large output is attributMr. Z. W. Bartlett visited relatives in ed to the spreading of the scab disease,
which condemns a potato for the marBerlin, Ν. H., last week.
Mr. Samuel MayConnell has gone into ket.
the woods for the winter.
The safe in the post office at North
Walter Bartlett and Carl Swan return- Vassalboro was blown early Tuesday
ed from a bunting trip last Monday with
morning, and $800 worth of stamps and
a nice deer.
$180 in money was taken. The burglars
Mr. Porter Farwell recently had the
got away on a hand car which they loft
miefortune to lose a valuable horse, at Winalow. Later two
strangers were
which died quite suddenly with colic.
seen dividing a big roll of money near
Mrs. Sarah Seavey of Scarboro has the end of the bridge between Waterbeen visiting her niece, Mrs. M. J. May- ville and Winslow. There is no clue to
Connell.
the burglars at present.
Miss Margaret Whidden closed the fall
An important transfer of timber land
term of school of twelve weeks the 23d,
been made, the Franklin <&
and after a two weeks' vacation she will has just
Somerset Land and Lumber Co. selling
return for the winter term.
to the Shawmut Manufacturing Co. a
tract of 80,000 acres on the Dead River.
Denmark.
The purchase price is not made public.
Mr. Fred Sanborn has begun his log- A
large paper and pulp mill will soon be
at
ging job
Pumpkin Valley.
constructed at Shawmut by the com·
Mr. Bert Dresser, Elmer Berry and
this land purchase being made to
Fred Sanborn are putting in more water
urnish raw material for the plant, and
from
Dan
Johnson's
to
pipes
spring sup- it is believed there is enough to last
ply their bouses.
years. With the building of the
Water will also be put into Odd Fel- many
big mill will come the extension of the
lows' Hall.
electric road from Fairfield to Shawmut,
Mr. L. L. Cook bas made a neat change
connecting at Fairfield with the Fairfield
in the looks of Mr. Mclntire's house
& Benton road and the Waterville and
within the last few days.
Fairfield road.
ball
Odd
at
Fellows'
Thanksgiving
Hall the 29th. Silver Rebekah Lodge
Entertaining Colored Friends.
will furnish supper.
A charming sketch of Southern life in
The New Idea Woman's Magazine for
Lovell.
December describes the visit of an old
Jessie A. Chapman and Abbie E. black "auntie" and her
granddaughter
Woodbury are at home from Farmington to the white family of whom the old
Normal School for two weeks' vacation. woman had been a slave before the war.
There are plenty of deer in the woods
The situation is unique and is handled
about here, but not many shot as yet. with
the
and humor

The

payment Immediately.
Nov. 80th, 1908.

lowing tale:

ÏÏ»'^appropriate

M"L .Ma,rt,,a Becord
Nov. 22Ί where she will

we have everything needed in the ball room, including the
Waists and Neckwear, Fancy Combs, Fans, Gloves, Handkerchiefs, Ribbons.

CORBETT,

NOTICE.

?ng

North Buckfield.

of cattle.
A. O.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
FBANCE9 B. HODQDON, late of Bumford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
AU persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased
are dealred to preaent the aame for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

gotten the emperor's kindly deed, but
The ladles of the Univerf.alist society with the early dawn a great serpent
* chicIien Pie"uppor Friday evenglided into the palace, up the steps and
the royal chamber and laid upon
Into
Dec. 12th the Ladies' Club will bold
closed eyelids a
the annual Christmas sale of fancy and each of the emperor's
useful articles, also a food sale will be gleaming topaz.
When the Emperor Theodoslus awoke
Held and homemade candies, which are
always Id favor, will be sold. Here one he was no longer blind, for the mother
Christmas gifts, snake had paid her debt of gratitude.
and the busy housewife can lessen her

îî«

Hazel tine and sons, Ralph and at Miss Tripp's.
Richard Hazel tine, from Denmark, are former student at
viaitlng at Wm. Gammon's and hunting the last year and
bia father, Capt.
deer.
Grace Bickford of Eaat Stoeeham is board the schooner, Chaa. K. Scbull,
staying with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. from Philadelphia to southern porta.
We are glad to see Dr. McFadyen ont
Wm. Adams, while Mr. Bickford is at
visited friends in

of Caesar was obtained. One day
great snake crept up to the gate and
struck the brazen gong with her coils,
cuee

a

Décristh

work by purchasing food. The sale will
continue afternoon and evening.

pair

a

NOTICE.
Persian Lawn, fancy embroidered front with hemstitching, tucks on
The subscriber hereby girt* notice that be Waists of
haa been duly appointed executor of the last
each side, tucks in back, tucked collar and cuffs,
will and testament of
OL1VB TRUMBULL. late of Denmark.
Batute Waists, two different styles, 1st, double box plait down front, 14 pin tucks
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persona
$1.0*
on each side, clusters of tucks in back,
having demanda against the eatate of aald deceased are dealred to present the aame for settle2nd, embroidered panel down front, three rows of embroidery on each side
ment, and all Indebted thereto an requested to
make pavment Immediately.
fr2..V)
with clusters of tucks between, clusters of small tucks in back,
HABVEY E. DUNN.
ΝοτΓϋ)ϋι, 1906.
Silk Waist, box plait in front, six tucks on each side, tucks in back, tucked

officer

"white folks" and of all their collateral
branches; in being shown the gala frooks
and bats of the young ladies; and finally
in the affectionate bestowal of manifold
for by the guests,
gifts, broadly hinted
nom packages of coffee to hats, belts,
and flannel skirts. The article, which
has the ring of truth more than of fiction,
Mr. Skolfleld was a Is an interesting document at the present
the academy, but for junoture on the Southern question.
a half haa been with
Drowned at the Lakes.
J. E. Skolfleld, on

Sawyer

stone derives this attribute:
The blind Kmperor Theodoalus uaed
to hang a brazen gong before hla palace gates und sit beside It on certain
days, bearing and putting to rights the
grievances of any of hi· subjects.
Those who wished for bis advice and
help had but to sound the gong, and
Immediately admission into the 'pree-

ceasedand family .--«Shall We Gather
Mrs. Etta Saunders is quite sick at R.
"Jo8"s, Savior, Pilot
ο
muc
L. Cummings' house on Curtis Hill.
Some Sweet Day, Bye-and-Bye." one of his kind who has appeared
Me,
Mrs. 0. A. Bird is not getting along as
—"Beet, loved one, rest;
the scene."—New York Trees.
For the beat of thy loving heart le {till."—
well as is wisueu so tnat on Thursday 01

■gain.

for

Afterward. mas.
Mr. Edward King is having improvements made in hia atore preparatory to
putting in hia Chriatmaa goods.
Mrs. Sarah Bussell was called to the
home of her brother in Vormont on account of his serious illness.
The installation of officers by the Free
tice?
Masons will take place Dec. 6th. Mr.
The emperor gave orders for the porLovej°y *■ the i'istalling
cupine to be slain and the mother to be
The Indies' Aid of the M. E. church restored to her desolate nest Night
ββΓνβ * chicken pie 8QPPer fell, and the sleoping world had for-

Mr. Irish.

Magic Mirror.
The last number was a story in rhyme
effectively read by Rev. Miss Macduff.
It portrayed the search of a young man
for a wife, the characters on the stage
illustrating in pantomime the lines as
read. Mr. H. H. Ward well took the
part of the young man as "Dreamer,"
who went to the magician for aid in his
search, and the magician was well taken
by Mr. C. F. Harden, who stirred the
magic potion in an iron kettle, and after
the manner of witches, waved with his
wand the mysterious figures into the
magic glass. The various figures in the
mirror were finely illustrated by several
of the young ladies of the society.
A large portion of the articles on the
fancy and apron tables met with ready
sale, and the committees feel pleased
with their patronage. The fancy table
was handsomely decorated in red and
white and a large white bell was bung
from the centre of the chandelier in. the
church parlor. In one corner of the
room Mrs. F. II. Packard bad a handkerchief table, and the doll table was put
in the alcove in the hall.
A bountiful supply of excellent food
was served at supper and quite a quantity left over was sold at auction the
last of the evening by Ε. E. Tuell. The
society received many compliments on
the decoration of Good Will Hall, as
being appropriate to the approaching
Christmas season. The colore chosen
red and green.
Branches of
were
brightly colored autumn leaves were
hung upon the wall, and the napkins for
the supper table were decorated with
sprays of autumn leaves. The green
used was feathery branches of pine,
which was placed upon the wall and
ropes of pine fastened under the windows. Each table had three vase bouquets of pine branches and red barberries, with platée of red apples placed
between, and all the waiters and attendants wtfre dressed in white and wore a
badge of pine tied with a knot of red
ribbon. The general effect of the whole
was very pretty and pleasing, and the
whole affair was a great credit to all the
various committees in
charge. The
Good Will Society desires to express
earnest thanks to many outside the
society who kindly assisted in various
ways, and who also gave articles for the
sale and food for the supper.
The next regular meeting of the Good
Will Society will be held on Wednesday
afternoon, Dec. 5th, at Good Will Hall.
Mrs. Walter Colo is ill with an attack
of grippe. Mrs. Abbie Washburn is still
with her.
A new telephone line has been put in
from Will Davis' house in South Woodstock which terminates in this village.
It has been named the Union Valley
line.
W. II. Barker recently brought in a
fine deer, a large buck with 10 point
antlers, the weight of the animal being
217 pounds.
Advertised letters in West Paris post
office Nov. 17:

Gay

Mrs. J. C.

of Gratitude.

position with the Bethel Manufacturing should molest the creature and bade
Co. after a vacation necessitated by an her tell him of her wish.
attack of meaalea. Last Sunday ahe was
The snake bent her crest lowly In
taken ill and her plaoe will be filled by
and straightway told the folhomage
for some time. The com-

owned by the late R. L. Wescott of
Portland.
Herman Brown'· family are recovering nicely from the measles. No new here this winter.
case· here at thia writing.
Hebron.
North Stoaebam.
Vivian Bearoe baa shot a fine deer.
Mrs. S. C. Howe, who bas been visitBert Dill of Portland is visiting at
ing at Paul Howe'· in Norway, is now at
Sylvester Adams'.
Hartford MoAllister of West Lovell home.
Ansel Skolfleld, of Cundy's Harbor, is
visited his brother Elden last week.

Newry.

Jewel la Called the It···

the

*«well, who baa been tude, and the old Roman booka record
the honae several month·, the following legend, from which the

PaderewskL lectured opon mlaaiona at the Methodist
1. Piano duet, Minuet,
Miss Lane, M re. Wardwell.
church Friday evening.
2. Vocal duet. Starlight,
Miss Sarah Farwell returned to her
Mrs. C. H. Bates, Mr. E. L. Wood.

3. Tom bone Solo.

Pair of heavy horses, weighing
2500. Price $Kot or will exchange

The topaz In called the atone of grati-

ment.

including the handkerchiefs and dolls, n«i been able to ride out.
Lauretta Valentine haa been very
made over 160; nearly 180 was taken at
the apron table; over |10 was realized 111 With eryalpelai, but la making rapid
from the sale of home made candies, and recovery.
Mr. Charles Valentine, the B. P. D.
about 135 taken for supper, the net proceeds from the whole being $135.42. niall carrier, baa been very III with the
The occasion proved most social and enH?®".1®··,Md Friday Dr. Twitchell of
joyable, 175 being served with supper, Portland operated opon a diaeaaed eland
and about 150 present at the entertain- inhla neck from which he haa been a
The patient waa resting
ment in the evening. The audience was great aufferer
most attentive ana appreciative of the quietly at last report.
Allen, a returned missionary,
following program whioh was given:
,

Willard Knight got a good one recently,
game this fall.
Mr·. Carrie Penley is in Danbury, and L. C. Cusbman shot one in the field
near
his house weighing 275 pounds.
Conn., for the winter season, and reports
S. F. Heald, wife and daughter, bave
a delightful climate.
Ed Good has hired with Irving Beck· been to Portland for a week.
Geo. A. Kimball bas sold a piece of
1er to work in the wood· thi· winter.
Leslie Kimball has

"tamed from
the boepltal In Portland and her friend* Why
•re pleased to learn of her improve-

BALL SEASON

For Sale.

LEGEND OF THE TOPAZ.

Battel.

WITH

all the anap and dash that

best tailors

It's time
coat.

to

now

We've

to show you.

a

can

work into them.

think about your

new

new

coats

splendid

All kinds

long, loose-back coat to
fitting French back coat.
to

the

line of
are

here from the

the

new

All

form·

prices

up

$aa.

ESTABLISHED

COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN

1,31

The ONLY Agricultural NEWSpaptr,
AMD AIMRTEDLT TBI

Leadiif Aglcnltnnl Journal of tlie World.

Every department written by specialist·, the
highest authorities In their respective Une·.
No other paper pretend· to compare with (I
In qualification· of editorial staff.
Give· the agricultural NEWS with a decree
of oompleUneu not even attempted by other·.
INDISPENSABLE TO

ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS
WHO WISH TO
KESP UP WITH ΤΗ» ΤΕ».

Blagle SabwrlpUea, $1.60|
Two

SakMrlptloia, H,(0|

fly takeeiiftUai, jut

special nTDvcinimio BinBBS OP UMW CLUBS,

Four Months' Trial Trip 50 cent*
8PECIMEN COPIES

irfll be maPed free on reqtwi It vQl pay anybody Interested In any way in ooontry life to
Mad for them. Address the pabliahen :

LUTHIR TUOKKR * «ON,
Albany· If. X.
VSubMrtptiov takae at thla oOn.

QNE

LOT

of black kersey

OVERCOATS, MEDIUM LENGTH,
REGULAR $10.00 VALUE, WHILE

THEY LAST FOR
AT PRESENT.

$7.

ALL SIZES

H. B. FOSTER,
One-Price Clothier,

Norway, Maine.
NOTICE.

MBSM·

Court of the Untied Slates for lb·
; [β the District
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

[i the matter of
)
2HABLBS B. PATNANDB, Un Bankruptcy,
of Ramford, Bankrupt. J
To the creditor· of Charlee Β. Pataande.ln the
Joanty of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given tbat on the 17th day of
*ot., A. D. 1906, the said Charles B. Ρ atnan de
vas duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
1rs* meeting of his creditor· wlU he bald at the
iffloe of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Paris, on the 5th day of Dee., A. D. 1908, at
0 o'clock la the forenoon, at which time the
laid creditors may attend, pro re their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
laasaot such other buslnx· as may properly
»me before aald meetlnx.
South Paris, No*. 19J9».
WALTBB L. β BAT,
BoilM'ii to Baakreytoy.

f

/

/

//

Copyright 1906 by

/
Hirt Schtffncr

i

Marx

REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD
If yon want to SELL yonr

FARM, WOOD

or

TIMBER LOT,

or

any other

BUY any
kind of REAL ESTATE, situated within the State of Maine, or want to
the
nothing.
coata
It
fill
buyer
I
can
kind of REAL ESTATE,
yonr requirement!.
I can aave you money.
It coata the aeller nothing unleaa I aeil your property.

Writ·

or

telephone

me

and I will gi?e you full

particulars.

HAZEN'S FARM AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY,

The (totacA

gtmecYXt

The Good Cheer will hold a
Wednesday afternoon
o'clock.

SOUTH_PARIS.

SOCTH
office Houn:

m. to 7 JO

a.

meeting

FUST OFFIcS.

PAHIS

7 30

p.

oramu trunk railway.
LKAVK

over

SOUTH PARIS

l.olug down,east; —5 :fc> Α. Μ.. dally; 9*44
la.ll>· except Sunday· ; 4 35 p. M.. dally.
Going up ,wt'Mι—10 tr? A. M., dally; 3r3B
Islly except Sunday; S:47 P. u., dully.

A.

H

Ρ

M

CtTCSClUU
Klrst Congregational Church, Key. A. K. Bald
Preaching service. 10.45 a. m
win. Pastor.
School 12 M. ; Vespers 4 30 p. *. ; γ. ρ
>unday
Church prayer meeting We«l
p.
00
m.;
Κ.
t>
S. C.
evening at 7:10 o'clock. AU. not other

nesday
wise connected, are cordially Invited.
Methodist Church. Rev H. A. Clifford, Pastor
Kn Sunday, morning prayer meetltg9 30A M

service 10:45 a. M.; Sabbath Schoo
I- -M.,
μ worth League Meeting β 15 p. M.
prayer meet
evening prayer meeting 7 DO p.
!ng Tuesday evening; class meeting, FridayJ
evening.
Baptist Church. Hix. J. Wallace Chesbro
l'a»tor. On Sunday, preaching service 10 45 a
Sabbath School 12 M.; Y. P. S. C. Ε ,β-15 ρ
w
m
prayer meeting 7 do ρ *. ; Wednesday even
All an
Meats free.
ι·..- prayer service 73n.
rfa.

hinjc
h

MMM
Unlversallst Church, Ucv. J. H. Little, Pastor

Ρ reaching service every Sundav at 10 ϋ a m
Evening service. :
lay School at 12 m.
P. M.

STATKD IIΚKTUSli8.
Régulai
Κ Α Α. M—Parl> Lodge, No. 94.
a- e'lnif Tue» lay evening on or before full moon
Mica
O.
F.—Mount
I. O.
Lo<lge, regular meet
Aurora
In»·*, Thursday evening of each week
third
tint
and
Monday evening·
k
ampment,
of t*acb month.
l>. of K.—Mount Pleasant Rebekah Lodge, So
:iieete second aud fourth Fridays o? each
:uontn In Odd Fellows' Hall.
ι., λ. K —W. K. Kimball Post, No. lt>, meets
of caci
r-t at:·! thlnl Saturday evenings
Tj..nth, InG. A. R. Hall.
w m. K. Kimball Relief Corps meets flrei
ν I 'η 1 r<!
evenings of each month, to

Saturday
Ke'Jef Corps Ilall.
I', of H.—Paris Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
m.-ett Urst and third Saturday; during the

ati. 1er of the year, meets every Satunlay. In
ti Hinge Hall.
t.O.G.C.—Second and fourth Mondays of
each month.
V E. O. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 1S1,
n *econ i and fourth Wednesday evenings
of acli month.
•. of P.—Hamlin Lo<lge. No. 31, meets every
rt ay evening at Pythian Hall.
-·■

Repairs

Mock.

are

in

progress

on

Maxim

A. E. Morse read at an entertainment

Farmington Saturday.

at

Mr. and

Mrs. George Clark of West
at South Paris Thursday.

Sutuner were

Penfold and Donald S. Brings
home from Colby College for the
vacation.

Kalph B.

are at

Mr and Mrs. Percivai Hathaway
spend Mr. Ilathaway's vacation with
relatives in Waterville.

are

to

Tell the Democrat about your ThanksThese reunions are
parties.
matters of interest to tho readers.

giving

-Stores and business offices of South
! aris will close all day for Thanksgiviug.
open the evening before until 9:.J0.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Holmes are to
move from Maxim Block into the rent
over the store of W. O. Frothingham.

Miss Marjorie Peuley is teaching the
present term in the Pleasant Street
school, in the place of Miss Charlotte
Giles.

Preceding the comedy, "Two of a
Kind" the Schubert Quartette will give a
musical programme which cannot fail to

please.

The private skating party Friday evening in New Hall was a very enjoyable
affair, some over twenty couples being
in attendance.
Evapero! Evapero! the wonderful
cleansing Huid will be found at the
coming fair, Dec. C aud 7. Onee used
always wanted.
I lie annual Christmas sale and fair of
the ladies of the Conventional society
will be held at their vestry Thursday and
Friday. Dec. « and 7.

Universalist Good Cheer
Society's supper and entertainment will
be Dec. 4th, the first division of the
The

next

alphabet entertaining.

this week to
with his niece. Mrs.
Ε. B. Lunt. in Montville, and will remain there for two or three weeks.
Chandler

Swift goes

spend Thanksgiving

Vo one should fail to see the bright
and sparkling comedy, "Two of a Kind,
to be given in connection with the supper ou the closing evening of the Christmas fair, Dec. T.

The Ilersey house on Main Street, for
several years the property of the South
Paris Savings Bank, has been purchased
by Nelson G. Elder. It will still be
rented as heretofore.
The Seneca Club enjoyed a very pleasmeeting at Mrs.
ant and instructive
the
evening,
Morton's last Monday
hostesses being Mrs. Morton and Mrs.
Howe. Very dainty refreshments were
served.
Mr. Gerald A. Swift and Miss Lois E.
called at the Universalist minister's residence on Tuesday evening last
and were made one in the bonds of
marriage. They have the congratulations of many friends.

Swan

Mrs. II. C. Anderson started Sunday
on her return to her home in Providence,
R. I. Mrs. Ε. N. Anderson accompanied
her as far as Portland, where she will
remain over Thanksgiving with relatives.
Mr. Anderson will go down Thanksgiv-

ing Day.
The December number of the Chronicle, published by the students of Paris
High School, was issued last week,

the Democrat office. It is a
creditable
auiuber, somewhat
very
larger than usual, the increase beiug
made up principally of literary articles,
of which there are a number.

printed

at

The monthly
People's Christian

the Young
Uniou of the Uni-

sociable of

Good Cheer

Hall

church at
Tuesday evening was in the form of a
cobweb party. After the cobwebs had
been unwound, various games were playversalist

Refreshments were pop corn and
apples. A good number were present
and passed a pleasant evening.
ed.

Advertised letters in South Parie poet
office Nov. 2ti, 1906:
Mr». K. P. Hart leu.
Mrs. A. r. Davis.
Mabel Pike.
Mr». Mabel A. Pike.
Mr. Ben Smith.
Mre. Ueonce Tucker.
Mm. .len K. Toroo.
J. J. SkMmure.
S. F.

régulai
at

2

L. P. Swett, who ia on the road selling
sporting goods, was with his people here

m.

Commencing Sept. », 19oe,
ΤΚΛΙΜΒ

M 1m Marguerite Clifford vu at home
from Bate· College over Sunday.

Sunday.

▲ cobweb social will be given at the
Baptist vestry Tuesday evening of this

week.

Admission five cents.

The subject of the morning sermon at
the Universalist church next Sunday
will be "A Universalist View of Divine
Punishment."

Saturday evening.

Dec. 1st, occurs the
annual election of officers in Wm. K.
Ladies
of the G. A. R.
Kimball Circle,
Let as many members as possible be

present.

Alva

Jailer Farrar began interfering with
the Thanksgiving trade on Saturday,
when he took an express package con- ness.
was
In 1842 he
taining a gallon of whiskey and a quart
appointed depnty
of wine.
sheriff and jailer, and for eight years was
in
the
of
jail on Paris
charge
county
The sixteen teachers who heard the
a house at South
excellent address of Miss Iva McArdie Hill. He then bought
Paris, moved into it, and in company
on drawing Saturday morning gave her a
a general
cordial vote of thanks. The next meet- with R. S. Stevens opened
store. This partnership continued until
ing will be on Dec. S, the last and best
1856, when he sold his interest in the
for the school year.
store, and went into the manufacture of
All members of Mt. Pleasant Rebekah boots and shoes in Portland, the firm
Lodge are asked to meet at the hall at aame being A. «ft S. Shurtleff A Co. The
1:2:3ο Tuesday to attend the funeral in a firm had worked up a large business,
body of Brother J. F. Doble. The when it was burned out. With one of
funeral will be held at the Universalist his partners, Mr. Shurtleff transferred
church at 1 o'clock.
the business to Boston; but in a short
out his interest and returned
The usual union Thanksgiving service, time sold
in which the four churches will unite, to South Paris.
Here he engaged again in the grocery
will be held at the Methodist church
in his old store, now occupied
Wednesday evening. Rev. J. W. Ches- business
Bolster A Co., and conbro of the Baptist church will deliver by N. Dayton
the business for several years.
the
sermon.
Special Thanksgiving ducted
He retired from active business some
music will be given.
years ago.
The Y. P. C. U. of South Paris will
In 1873, on the organization of the
entertain the Norway Union Tuesday South Paris Savings Bank, in the estabevening, Nov. 27, at Good Cheer Hall. lishment of which Mr. Shurtleff bad
All the young people of the church taken an active part, he was chosen its
whether members of the union or not president, and served as such continuousare cordially iuvited to be present Tuesly until 1899, when he retired from the
board of truetees of the bank. He was
day evening at 7:30.
Naone of the directors of the
Vesper services will be resumed next tional Bank for a number ofNorway and
Sunday at the Congregational church at served as town treasurer in years,
Paris for
4 :30. The chorus is requested to meet
fourteen years. AU his dealings were
for
rehearsal.
3:45
afternoon
at
Sunday
The Wednesday evening rehearsal will characterized by perfect uprightness,
full confidence of the
be omitted this week owing to the union and he had the
He had been a member of
Thanksgiving service held that evening. community.Paris
the South
Congregational church
Mr. and Mrs. Donald P. Chapman re- for some more than forty years. In
turned Tuesday from their wedding trip politics he was a Republican.
to Bethel. Mr. Chapman brought back
Mr. Shurtleff married, Oct. 24, 1841,
with him a prize which be secured in Miss Nancy Aun Jackson, a granddaughthe handsomest buck that has come in ter of Lemuel Jackson, one of the first
here this season. He refused an offer of settlers of Paris.
She survives him,
live dollars for the head before bringing after more than sixty-five years of
it in.
wedded life. To them were born three
Abbie Frances, now the wife
The usual Thanksgiving concert was chilbren:
of Charles D. Brown, a well-known busigiven at the Congregational church Sun- ness man in
Salem, Mass. ; Charles Α.,
day afternoon at 4:30. The church was
in 1888; and William K., who
tilled, nearly or quite 300 being present. who died
in New York.
A very tine concert was given, and a is in business
Out of a family of twelve children,
good offering was taken, which will be most of whom
have lived to a good old
used as usual in helping to make Thanksthere are now remaining two brothage,
the
the
of
for
needy
giving pleasanter
ers, Aretae Shurtleff and Sylvan Shurtvillage.
leff, both of Portland, and one sister,
The women of the Baptist society are Mrs. Nancy Whitman of South Paris.
tilling a barrel to send to Mather School
The funeral was held Friday afternoon,
Persons attended by Rev. A. K. Baldwin of the
at Beaufort, South Carolina.
are
for
barrel
the
request- Congregational church. Interment was
having articles
ed to bring them to the vestry next Fri- in Riverside Cemetery.
day evening. Bedding, clothing for
Frank P. Burbank.
men and boys, women and girls, towels,
handkerchiefs, combs, hairpins, needles,
The people were much shocked Tuespins, thimbles and school supplies are day to learn of the sudden death that
suitable articles to contribute.
morning of Frank P. Burbank at Gorhe had been engaged
A most interesting as well as instruct- ham, Ν. H., where
the season. Mr.
ive lecture was tbat given in the People's in building throughout
and Mrs. Burbank were at home over the
course at the Methodist church Tuesprevious Sunday, and many of his friends
day evening, by Rev. W. J. Day of the talked
with him. Of large frame, strong
Riickland Baptist church, on "The Evoas he has always been, he was
lution of the Flag." It was illustrated and robust
whom such a
with thirty silk tlags, a tempting col- about the last man from
have been expected.
lection, which more than one would ha%-e message might
Mr. Burbank had risen that morntng
been glad to carry off. This is the last
but had decided to
lecture of the course, which will close not feeling very well,
while eatgo to work as usual. It was
with a concert.
ing his breakfast at the Island View
Kags and tags of all sorts were out at House, where he boarded, that the end
the poverty party of the Congregation- came, in an instant, without warning.
al Christian Endeavor Society, which It seems that although few knew it, he
was to have been Thursday evening, but
had two or three slight attacks during
The prizes the summer which were thought to indiwas postponed to Saturday.
Mrs.
to
were
awarded
for worst get-up
cate heart trouble.
T. S. Barnes anil Roy Cole. Any deFranklin Pierce Burbank, as he was
the
of
costumes
of
the
fetching
scription
named, was the son of John D. and
evening would be
impossible. The Acsah Stuart Burbank, and was boni in
farce, "Rubber Boots," was well pre- Gorham, Ν. H., July 25, 185o. Hie fasented and causcd great amusement. A ther, who wee a leading citizen of Gor
programme of games was carried out.
ham, died when he was ton years of age,
farm was sold a few
James Freeland Doble died at his and when the home
started out for himself.
homo in this village about 5 o'clock Sun- years later, he
attended school at South Paris and at
day night, aged nearly SO years. The He
later taught several
funeral will be held Tuesday at 1 o'clock, Kent's Hill, and
school in Pans aud in Berlin,
at the Universalist church. Mr. Doble terms of
Ν. H.
was a native of Sumner, but had lived in
Mr. Burbank conducted a store at
Paris for quite a number of years. He
South Paris for a short time, and then
was a member of West Paris- Lodge of
*
of S. P.
Odd Fellows, and a charter member of entered the employ
wood working shop, where
Mt. Pleasant Rebekah Lodge of this Son in their
was employed for a number of years.
place. He was also a member of the he
work for himself as an
South l'aris Universalist church, and j He then began
and continued in
the tirst member on the rolls of the architect and builder,
to the time of his death.
business
that
citizen.
church—a universally respected
some fine residences in
He leaves three children: Frank L. | He has built
Ν. H., and other
Doble of Methuen, Mass, Miss Hattie Paris, Oxford, Gorham,
the past few years be
Doble and Ellis S. Doble, both of South places. During
much of his time in Gorham.
Paris. Three sisters and one brother has spent
summer he remodeled a nice
survive him—Mrs. Cora A. Dean of Paris, The past
one of the hrm of E.
Mrs. William Abbott and Mrs. K. P. house there for
and was engaged in buildBowker of Sumner, and Α. II. Doble of Libby & Sons,
ing a mill for them at the time of his
South Paris.

dCMr.

The "Queen Esther Circle" which was
Burbank married, in 1877, Miss
recently organized aa a branch of the Ella Winelow, daughter of the late J. H.
\V. ii. M. S. iu the M. E. church has Winslow of South Paris, who survives
elected the following officers:
him Their only child, Winslow, was
drowned in Lake Auburn last June just
Superintendent— Mis.·» Clora Ε. Uolwln.
PresMent—Miss Jc-sle Tolman.
as he was completing his first year in
Vlce-rresMenU— Fannie
Chapman, Louise
Bates College, and this second blow,
Sumner, Merle Monk.
Treasurer—Myrtle Buck.
coming upon the bereaved wife, gives
He feu Chapman.
Cor. Sec
her the sincere sympathy of all her
Kcc. Sec —Florence Cummlngs.
Literary Coniinlttee— Frances Cummln^s, Flor- 'Γ
ence Cummin#*, LouUe Sumner.
One brother, John C. Burbank of GorMusical ( ouiiiitttee—Eula Mlllett, Jessie Tolham, also survives, and four sisters, Ann
man, ENIe Chapman.
Burbank and Mrs. W. S. Potter of Gororganist—Kula Mlllett.
Mrs. Walter G. Buckley of Auburn,
The girls are busy collecting and mak- ham,
and Mrs. Milton I. Cole of Crystal, Ν. Π.
Deaconess
to
the
to
send
articles
ing
In politics Mr. Burbank was a DemoHome in Portland, and are quite enthuHe was a member and past grand
siastic over their work. Any contribu- crat.
ana one
of Mt. Mica Lodge, I. O. O. F
tions will be gratefully received by any
of the charter members of Mt. Pleasant
of the members of the society.
Rebekah Lodge. He was secretary of
Mt. Mica Lodge fora number of years.
A Tribute to Mrs. Frances C. S to we.
In tue village corporation he had served
Aïways perfectas one of the assessors.
ly square in his dealings and genial in his
August, 1824-Octobkk, li>06.
to
manner, he had a great many friends
mourn bis death.
A noble Christian mother brings many
The remains were brought to South
blessings to her home and social circle, Paris Thursday morning, after a brier
The
and deserves our best appreciation.
service at Gorham, and the
world builds monuments to those whose held at the
Congregational church at
the
in
often
are
war
or
deeds in
peace
1:30 Thursday afternoon, attended by
we must
but
of
history,
bright light
Rev. A. K. Baldwin the P"tor of the
never forget those mothers whose gentle
church. Mt. Mica Lodge of Odd Feldeeds are the foundations of all our best lows and Mt. Pleasant Rebekah Lodge
achievements. Such a good woman we were
present in a body, and after the
now honor.
close of the services the officers of Mt.
Miss Frances York was born in Bethel Mica
Lodge conducted the funeral
Aug. 26, 1824. She was married to Mel- service of the order. Severalselections
her
forty were sung
vin S to we in 1844, and passed
by a mixed quartette. There
in Xewry
years of wedded life on a farm
were a large number in attendance, an
After
born.
were
where their children
a mass of flowers covered the casket.
the death of Mr. Stowe she lived in Burial was in Riverside Cemetery.
Bethel for sixteen years until she came
to Taris.
Large Premium Payments.
Four loving daughters made glad her
At this year's fair of the
home. The eldest, Mrs. Ellen L. Jose,
County Agricultural Society, the fallowdied in September. The three living are
ing exhibitors were »w»Tded premiums
JohnS.
Mrs.
Mrs. Teresa S. Grover,
a total between $10 and $2o.
making
E.
Eben
Brown and Mrs.
Chapman.
m
F· I*· BATTCtt
wheeler
and
wife
faithful
was
a
Stowe
Mrs.
a· r J"*·011
a
Geo. Stevens
woman of re- A
à
was
She
mother.
loving
and loved to toil for
markable
—

iu°er*\w"

Davis, Postmaster.

the hornets' nests to
tears
pieces? If you have been around the
woods much this season, and have kept
obyour eyes open, you have doûbtless
served that there are a great many more
of these nests than usual. And you
have also probably observed that a large
part of them have been reduced mostly
to rags.
Nests which hang near the
ends of limbs fifteen or twenty feet from
the ground are torn out underneath in a
way which it would seem that neither
man nor any other animal could do, unless be bad a very loeg pole or could fly.
Will some scientist rise and explain?
What

Much sympathy is expressed here for
Hon. Randall L. Taylor of Mexico,
chairman of tbe county commissioners,
who broke bis leg above the knee on the
15th inst. Mr. Taylor fell of! his farm
ovei
wagon and the hind wheel passed
hie leg. Ue is reported doing as well as
could be expected. A session of th«
county commissioners was held her«
last Tuesday, but It is hardly necessarj
to aay that Mr. Taylor was not present
nor is it at all likely that he will be hen
again during the remainder of his tern ,
of office, which expires the first of Jan
Faunce ol
uary. Commissioner E. P.
Oxford was able to take part in the pro
ceedings of tba board for the first tim<
since he was taken ill in Minneapolis 01
hi· trip io September.
1
A delightful whist party was given b]
Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. Gray at thei
home last Tuesday evening. Ten tablei I
were tilled, and so well was the part;
made up that no lady had to officiate ai
for the evening, the number
ing evenly divided. Playing was cod
tinued from 8 till 11. An elegant buffe

7

industry

her family and auy whom she might aid.
In her last days there was a characteristic
Having
incident of her kind heart.
learned of a home for poor children in
Augusta, she knit a pair of mittens to
send for some cold bands. When her
mind began to wander she spoke cheerfully about the mitfena for a child. She
was thus always thoughtful to bring
light where darkness rested.
Methodist
the
Mrs. Stowe joined
church in Xewry and at her death was a

pleasant and social affair.

&.V85T
ZSSSS»
L. W. W hliman

Ι'ΤημΓ1"'
£·#:«

L." K·'

C. A. Rlch.rd.on

Be*n
Β. K. Morrill

And the

over

following secured

$40 each:

F. w.

amounts of

Hotm

Mo*.Touag

"Our Itttle systems have their day :
They have their day and cease to be;
Thev are but broken lights of thee.
And thou, Ο Lord, art more than they."

We

proper
and traffic for the

same.

▲ snake

We have been aaaured that one of th«
rflanlts of taking the tax off denatured
aloohol would be that it would take thi
of gasoline for driving automobile
Card of Thaalu.
to a large extent, and we should thui
blue odor which th<
wish to thank onr friends and set rid of the
for the kindness and sympathy automobillst leave· behind him a· h«

place

dark

Îmeli Λΐît'will kîoek*> dofl

gasoline.

CUDKCHM.

Congregational Church. Ββν. Β β
SecW *·*■

&r 7-M Ρ tf *£&'**>*' îf-i Μββΰη*
TÎSJi5^^eenUrweek,rPrt,er
Ββτ· 8· β. Davis,
P«2Îîer»Meturhnrob·
«ervlce on Sunday at 10 Λ)
au? SïïÎÎK.
18 :00; Y* P,C·U*meet"
7'Λ m!
Pastor.
C. A.

stoby!

Rev.
oK?tÎÎ)d,"t
12«ScuaK£!Ti?V0*?

Brook·,

Ch.uroh· A■
Twenty-five snakes running through
2 SSSa sebooi,
HMO M., Social Evening Meeting, 7.00 Ρ M.!
the streets—free whiskey.
class nutaH».
evening;
Tuesday
meeting,
Box up the twenty-five snakes, and Pjjyer
EpWOrtb LM*ne· 8and*'

(•vlnfnVTSSp^k

by the authority of the court bore twenty-five holee in the box—low license. «an

Ά';
S^SSSÛ<2i.V-œS!
sytiissrjsssii'isr^' «*·*&■

Stop up ten holes so the snakes
all get out through the other fifteen
holes—high license.
Drive the snakes to the next town—
local option.
Kill the

STATU) MEKTIHOS.

snakes—prohibition.

A NOVEL TEMPEBANCK CRUSADE.

before

full moon.

Oxford Council, R.

4

iî$$£j°&5S{ ^ïS^ESÏÏ!

_

arrivals.

to

Frothingham,

South Paris,

Dealer in all kinds of up-todate Footwear.

the wife of Ambrose

In Norway, Not. 10, to the wife of A. E.
G lines, a daughter.
In East Sweden, Not. IS, to the wife of Fred

the new
on the beaches.
have togo to work
their places in the
taken by the new

China Sets, &c. to
on.

Town Bonds,

Cummlngs, a daughter.

Married.

them

serve

Table Linen and Napkins in
all qualities.

County Bonds,
Water Bonds.

as market squahbi,

»«',?*A·

Norway National Bank

—HiP,!®;

e^nS
r,^'h?i'iE-~°xt°rd
alit

of the exercises. It is like a Sunday
School, yet very different. The catechism has some questions and answers
like this:
Q. What are tho bones for?
A. To keep the body in shape.
Q. How do they grow?
A. By what we eat.
Q. Will alcohol make them grow?
A. It will not.
Q. What will make the muscles

Comfort, Health, Speech,
—

—

Personal

greatly

For Sale.

A. Exercise, as swimming, walking,
rowing.
Q. Will alcohol strengthen the mus-

No, it will weaken them.
Q. Will the nerves telegraph pain for
the man who is drunk?
A. No, it will stop the nerves from
reporting it.
Q. Will alcohol ever make the body

Reproduction

STOMACH'S IMPORTANCE.

strong?

A. Never.
After the recitation from this significant catechism, stirring temperance
like "Onsongs and hymns are sung,
ward, Christian Soldiers," and "Forward We Are Marching, Alcohol to
A Bible verse is taught the

STRENGTHEN

UOW TO

front.
WILL ACT AS IT SHOULD.
A. J. Stearns, Esq., and his cousin, A.
To enjoy both health and happiness,
E. Steams, of Rumford Falls, have just
R it is absolutely necessary that the stomreturned from a hunting trip at Bic
be
ach and digestive organs should
Richardson Pond.
the
Ο. I. Pitts has moved his blacksmith strong enough to properly digest
business from the Bassett shop to the food. If they are weak and inactive,
be in a state of semiBridge Street shop of J. M. Cummings. the body will soon
Mrs. Charles Bradeen and Mr. and Mrs. starvation.
Nothing equals Mi-o-na stomach tabE. G. Walker were called to Gorham,
to the
Ν. H., the first of the week by the death lets in giving strength and tone
Use this remof Eugene Tenney, a nephew. Mr. Ten-1 whole digestive system.
from edy for a few days and you will find the
ney was killed as a result of falling
the digestion good, no
moving cars at the Gorham yard where appetite keen,
no sleephe was acting as brakeman. At one nausea or distress after eating,
backtime he worked on the Advertiser as lessness, no nervousness and the
the
direct
are
that
headaches
and
typesetter. He was a grandson of the aches of a weakened stomach, will
late Edwin A. Morse of Norway. He results
was insured for $1700 and was about 40 soon be overcome.
Ask F. A. Shurtleff & Co. to show you
years of age.
with
D. Eugene Chaplin of Bridgton was at the guarantee which they give
It is the
the Beat's House Tuesday. He drove every 50 cent box of Mi-o-na.
one remedy they have enough faith in to
over to attend Probate Court.
Rev. H. H. Hoyt of Hiram preached a
Univerevery interesting sermon at the
alist church Sunday to a large attendance.
He talked on mission work in the even-

Fight."

entire school by the leader, among the
favorites being, "Wherefore let him
that thinketh be standeth take heed

tongue from

evil and thy lips from speaking guile."
Then the national motto is recited,
"Tremble, King Alcohol, we shall grow
up!" And the state motto and the
pledge quickly follow, uttered by 500
young voices, "Touch not, taste not,
handle not." There is a brief talk by
the brisk, energetic leader, who perhaps
explains how the crusaders started out
to capture the Holy City for the Lord,
and urges the children of the temperance school to start out to capture their
city for temperance..
Each child, after the hour's varied
exercises, is given a little temperance
leaflet to take home and pass on to some
There is no collection. An award
one.
is given for bringing in new scholars. ing and nanaiea cue suojoct wuu muuu
The two great evente in the temperance ability. Music by Mrs. Frank Kimball
school year are the parents' annual re- and Carrie Tucker.
The M. E. Sabbath school has a new
ception, when the children bring their
relatives, and the annual entertainment ! catalogue for its excellent library of
in June, usually an out-of-door festivity. over three hundred volumes.
Mrs. Addio Rowe is suffering with
—Jane A. Stewart in The Christian
a
nervous trouble and ie cared for by
Herald.
trained nurse of experience.
John's Letter.
Mrs. J. C. Twombly received two

her of
It is beyond us, Greenwood. We will telegrams Monday, one notifying
refer you to a certain woman we know the death of her father, Parker Abbott,
informed
other
who may have studied out the problem by at Rumford Palls. The
thie time. She heard the humming of her of the death of her sister's husband,
Mrs.
the wires once on a time, and went and 0. P. Russell, at Hanover. Mr. and
for
sat at the foot of the pole with her ear Twombly left cn the afternoon train
close up. One of the boys came along Andover.
The musical people of the town are
and asked her what she was doing. She
of the
said that ehe was trying to hear the talk arranging for the continued work
festival chorus with Karl
He laughed and told her Norway
over the wire.
i
if she would stand on her head she Tower as director and accompanist.
Frank Locke goes about with his right
could hear all right. She didn't stand,
with a
and so she didn't hear—only the in-' arm in a sling. He was fooling
articulate humming.
boy at the shoe factory one day recently
It is often said : "I should think that and cut the cords in his wrist.
alone
There was a very large attendance at
you would feel lonesome living
so." Not with an open library and the Universalist supper at Concert Hall
Over one hundred
three cats. We try to be thankful that Tuesday evening.
she cannot say through her lawyer, took supper.
The first issue of "The Young Natur"For cruel and abusive treatment," or,
this
"For non-support," and thankful that we alist" was presented to the public
edited
have no son who has gone astray and no week. It is a monthly magazine
A. Packard.
daughter who has proved addle. One and published by Harry or
fifty cents
satisfaction in living alone 1b the thought Price five cents per copy
that we are not a burden nor a care to per year.
The members of the Knights of the
those who bave burdens and cares
of Golden Eagle will hold their annual
enough of their own to keep them out inWe are
ball on Dec. 13th.
mischief and out of jail.
Wra. F. Jones passed the Sabbath with
dependent with our 5 feet β and our 120
Frances
Mrs. Jones' family at Bath.
pounds live weight.
One of the outs of living alone is the returned with her father after a few
thought that the dependent creatures weeks' visit with her grandparents.
The Congregational society will hold
might Buffer if tho happenings should
their annual fair afternoon and evening
happen that are happening every day
all the wide world over, the slipping out of Wednesday, Dec. 5th, at the vestry of
in
of this into that before having worked the church. Supper will be served
The following
out our notice, silently and making no the evening at 6:45.
a committees have been appointed, viz.:
sign. It would be nice were there
H. J. Bang·.
telephone line laid over the Great Divide Fancy table—Mra.
Aprons—Mrs. C. N. Tubbs.
"Hello, Central!
so that one might say:
A.J.
Stearns.
re.
Candy—M
Say, look out for my barn chores and
Mystery booth—Class No. 13.
Handkerchiefs— Mrs. John Swain.
don't forget the cats. I am taking an
Entertainment—Mrs. H. L. Bartlett.
eternal day off. Good-bye!"
Fruit and produce—Mrs. Will O. Perry.
Scott's "Old Mortality" has occupied
Supper—Mrs. Frank Cox.
Executive committee—Mrs. C. W. Home, Mrs. !
our time some of the evenings of the
spent Adna Keene, Mrs. Ε. N. Swett and Nellie Anpresent week. Last evening was
drews.
other
the
of
with two "literary fellers"
The Moiunkus hunting party starting
and better sex. We decided that Rider
Norway on Wednesday is composHaggard possesses a decidedly elastic from
ed of the following:—Landlord John A.
imagination. Each bad read his book
F. E. Tower,
called "She," and each remembered and Woodman of Beal's Hotel,
and superintendent of the shoe factory, and
and
the
startling
at
unique
laughed
several others from Harrison, Mechanic
yet ridiculous way in which he wound
off her life'· bobbin. We should re· Falls and Lewiston.
to
W. I. Ross and Oeorge Witham require rather more than day wages
read it again. The author of "The turned from a hunting trip Saturday
deer. Mr. Ross captured his
Romance of Two Worlds" and "The with three
Β Hill, Upton.
Sorrows of Satan" has about the same near East
as
The Tower concert will be given Jangum elastic stretch of imagination
17th. Mr. Tower has eecured Mr.
Haggard. Were those twain one flesh nary
Mr. Burrell appeared
and had children the chances are that Burrell as reader.
the last concert with marked success.
they would be top-heavy and narrow in Mrs.
left Norway the
Oxnard
M. A.
chested.
week for her brother's,
Your Buckfield correspondent is in first of the
Ind.,
Tucker's, Logansport,
tbe swim and scoops up all the fresh Henry
will pass the winter.
leaves that are afloat on the stream of where she
time in this locality. The ships pass us
MADE HAPPY FOR LIFE.
in the night and we know who were on
board not antil tbe morning. That's
Great happiness came into the home
John.
what.
of S. C. Blair, school superintendent, at

INQUIRE

writes: "Severe bleeding from tbe lungs
and a frightful cough had brought me
at death's door, when I began taking
Dr. King's New Disoovery for Consumpwith the astonishing result that

tion,

after taking four bottles I was completeperly restored and as time has proven Sore
manently cured." Guaranteed for A.
F.
at
Lungs, Coughs and Colds,
Shurtleff <fc Co.'s drag store. Price 50c

Albans, W. Va., when his little
daughter was restored from the: dread"My
ful complaint be names. He says
little daughter had St. Vitus Dance,
which yielded to no treatment but grew
steadily worse until as a last resort we
tried Electric Bitters; and I rejoice to
a complete
say, three bottles effected
oure.n Quick, sure cure for nervous
complainte, general debility, female
weaknesses, impoverished blood and
malaria. Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff
& Co.'s drag store. Price 50c.

A much larger number of Chriatmaa
tree have been cut in Winterport this
to
year than in previous one·, owing
and 11.00. Trial bottle free.
the greater oonvenienoe of shipping
than in years past. Several large piles
The oorner stone of the new Cumber- are waiting to be loaded on cars at the
land court house will be laid with simdepot, ana many more are still in the
ple ceremonies next Wednesday.
woods.

FAMOUS STRIKE BREAKERS.
The most famous strike breakers in
the land are Dr. King's New Life Pills.
When liver and bowels go on strike,
the
they quickly settle the trouble,on.andBest
purifying work goes right
! cure for constipation, headache and
dlEiineaa. 25o at F. A. Shurtleff 4 Co.,

druggist·.

$5 teeth.

our

Chas, Buck,
THE DENTIST,
Maine.

South Paris,

if Wc can extract your natural teeth
anil Insert artificial ones the same <lay
if you

so

desire.

Wanted.
PEELED PULPWOOD.
Spruce, Fir, and Poplar
delivered at any station.

SWEAR !

¥Utio/i/iïe]
FARM

at your fountain pen if it
sweats and blots and
DON'T
goes by jerks.
"KICK" if you dirty
when
hands
filling
your
it with that old medicine dropper. Get

The Crocker

The Edison

Fountain Pen

Phonograph

"You Blow It to Fill It"

see our

big stock

of the late

at 50 cents Each.

Books for the children and young folks.

In fact,

the

for Books of All Kinds is

headquarters

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F. A.SHURTLEFF & CO.
8

Stores,]™'™»· [Maine.
SUMMER STORE-PARIS HILL.

F.

A.

A.

F.

8HUBTLEFF * CO.

SIirilTLEFF * CO.

laMMgMMaaWiaaacaaqaaaaqaaoQaoaaaaaMiitM·····

Change
time.

There's

no

need to.

It sells itself and every
purchaser is a satisfied

one.

GUARANTEED

UNCONDITIONALLY.

them fill out the blank below
and mail to us.

Prices 12.50,

$3.50, «4.50,

$5.50.

FOR SALE BY

At...„
full Information regarding Phonographe
advertised in Oxford Democrat. It is
understood that I am under no obligation

m

Plummer's

store.

FOR SALE.

PROBATE NOTICES.
Two second hand sleighs, sleigh
all person· interested in either of the estates
hereinafter named :
and a medium weight traverse
robe,
in
At a Probate Court, at Paris, in vacation,
wood
and fur the County of Oxford, on the Mih day sled, one long sled and cord
thousand
one
Lord
of Nov., in the year of our
a log dray and dray for long
nine hundred and six, the following matter dray,
thereupon wood, one
having been presented for the action
pair of double work harhereinafter Indicated, it Is hereby Οκυκκχο : Innesses and one double horse wagon
That notice thereof be given to all persons
be
terested, by causing a copy of this order toOx- with
dump cart. The above articles
three weeks successively in the
published
South
at
a
ford Democrat, newspaper published
are all in
running order and
a
at
of
Parla, In aald County, tbai they may appear
a
at
sold
be
the
on
will
at
held
Pari·,
be
to
Probate Court
third Tuesday of Dec., ▲. D. 1906, at nine of the Leander S. Swan or Howard A.
clock in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if
Swan, South Paris, Me.
theyaee cause:
ALVA SHUBTLEFI1, late of Parts, deceased;
prewill, codicil and petition for probate thereof
sented by Willie K. Sbuitleff, one of the executors therein namod.,
TH.
ADDISON Ε. IIEBRICK,
tu»
Judge of said Court.

To

good

Κ ILL

ALBERT D. PABK, BegUter.

l«m> CURE
wH

WHAT IS CATARRH?
SIMPLE WAY TO OVERCOME TUE DANDISΟ ESS OF THIS DI8AOBEEABLE

Stomach dosing in the hope of curing
catarrh of the head and throat is useless
and often leads to serious stomach trouble.
Hjomei, breathed through a special
inhaler that cornes with every outfit,
brings a medicated healing air to even
all
part of the nose and throat, killing
catarrhal germs and soothing and easing
mucus membrane.
any irritation in the
A complete Hjomei outfit costs but f 1,
SO
extra bottles of Hvomei if needed
cents, and F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. give
guarantee with every
\ their personal
package that money will be refunded
unleu the treatment cure·.

Manager Oxford County Creamery.

in

WARM FOOTWEAR
We have a large line of
Footwear that will keep
your feet warm and com-

bargain. Inquire

COUCH

LUNC8

Dr. King's

New Discovery
Consumption

FOR

1 υ

I

OUGHt and

^OLDS

Prie·
50c * $1.00
Frta Trial.

Îuraïr^mTuuîckeet™ÔûrTlôÎrîïïr
THBOAT and LUNG TROUBor MONEY BACK.

LES,

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that be
ha· been duly appointed administrator of the

"■LIZ A BETH 8. ADAMS, late of Dlxield,
and

given
the County of Oxford, deceased,
bond· a· the law direct·. All person· having
demand· against the estate of «aid deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay·
ment immedlAtêlr.
CUABLES 8. ADAM8.
Not. 15th, 1906.
In

cold

during the

fortable

winter.

MEN'S FELT BOOTS,

plain, $1.50

and $a.oo

MEN'S FOXED FELT BOOTS, with Rubber
$2.50
Heels and Soles,

plain

WOMEN'S FELT BOOTS,

and foxed,

$1.25

t0

$'·5°

ALSO A LARGE LINE OF

Lumbermen's Wool Boots,
Rubbers, Moccasins, Over-

shoes, &c.

MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S OVERSHOES AND GAITERS IN GREAT VARIETY.

F. PLUMMER,

J.

31 Market

Borrowed.
The Citizens' Telephone Co.'s
"come-alongs" or wire pullers. Will
the borrower please return to George

buy.

copy—Attest

T. M. DAVIS, South Paris, Maine.

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

at

////frf

It skims the milk immeto
after milking—there's no milk standing around—no cans or pan·
C'ome with yonr
wash. The Tubular is so simple and convenient.
husband and let me take a Tubular apart for you.

JoHn Pierce,

F. Eastman,

fwV/
f'Jj

ï

A4JA

diately

the inks at any

YOU DON'T BLOW IT
TO SELL IT

buy

to

An Easier Time.

Ask your husband to make the dairy
work 50 percent, eaaier, 50 per cent, neater,
50 per cent, more pleasant, and 25 to 100 per
cent, more profitable by using a Sharpies Tubular Cream Separator. Uutil you try the Tubular, you can't imagine the difference it makes.

Blow a little water in
and out.

catalogued. Come to us for your
You will be pretty
favorite record.
If you want to find
sure to find it.
out more about these machines and
the easy terms on which you can

South Paris, Maine.

How many women fairly groan under too
IIow many despair of ever getting through washing milk things. IIow many
■ay, "Ob, if I only bad fewor pans, crocks and
cans to wash, I could read, write or sew more,
or even take a little rest each day."

much work.

You Blow It to Clean It

We
Over 3000 records in stock.
aim to have every Edison Record

SHURTLEFF & CO.,

Easier for Women

You Blow It to Empty It

$10, $20, $30 and $50.

EASE.

Popular

inspection.

Popular Copyrights

No unclean squirt gun
needed.

Is the standard talking machine of
This clear, rich-toned;
the world.
instiument is a source of entertainment that is never failing.
We have them at

A true

and

for your

MAINE.

DOjfT

to

sure

Ε. H. PIKE,

j

St.

for

WEST PARIS,

Mail

ready

pleased

|

guarantee.*

F. A.

now

Be

thoroughbred

cles?
A.

8HI7RTLEFF * CO.

A.

A fine line of Poems, Gift Books, and the latest
Novels

by

ARTIFICIAL TEETH

F.

Holiday Books.

Appearance

Foxliounds,

strong?

F. A. enVBTLEFF * CO.

—

—

Artificial Teeth.

society of Christian Temperance young women, under the leadership of Misses U. L. Lee and M. J.
Burk.
The children are taught a new catechism in the temperance school, Scripture and music being the chief features
a

HAD A CLOSE CALL.

A Full Une of

BONDS.

Adams, a aon.
In Weet Bethel. Not. 19, to the wife of Mike
Kenaugh. a daughter.
In Norway, Not. 19, to the wife of George 1.

dajwnfe.116"*8

assigns

Thanksgiving
Supplies.

SOLD BY

W. 0.

raô^h

of age. A stout,
alert aod cordial,
the aisles greeting

lest he fall," "Keep thy

Tyler,
in Norway. Oct. 30,
Farnham, a daughter.

A Full Line of

Glove Rubber Co.

Goodyear

In South Paris, Not. IS, to the wife of Leon B.
Noyea, a son.
In Greenwood, Not. 17, to the wife of Stlllman
Cole, a daughter.
In Greenwood, Not. 19, to the wife of Dannie
Bryant, a son (Leslie Edwin).
In Sumner, Not. 11, to the wife of Carl Abbott,

aon.

Ν. Dayton Bolster & Co.

MADE BY

»£«· Μ^ΚΤ,8"!!

For nearly twenty years, since 1888,
this class has been In existence, teaching the children lessons of Gospel Temnow numbers
school
perance. The
nearly GOO children and thirty-two
teachers. It represents the consecrated

zeal of

Overshoes and Rubbers

Born.

a

WEARING

BY

To Break In New IhMi
Alwaya use Allen'· Foot-Eaae, a powder. It preTeoU Tightness and Blisters, cares Swollen.
Sweating, Aching feet. At all druggists and
shoe stores, 38c.

ρ
Grange meets second and
i(.„'ï'οH;—■Norway
fourth
Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
In
In South Paria, Not. 20, by Rev. J. H. Little,
Pi>,t· No- Μ·
°n ,be flm Tueeday Ετβη,0« Mr. Gerald Albro Swift of Paris and Miss Lois
E. Swan of Greenwood.
In Orono, Not. 21, by Yen. Geo. S. Robinson,
,B N6W °· Λ· * ,UU' Mon·
Mr. Ross Lewis Blckford of Norway and If Isa
Calllo Coesetie Barron of Orono.
In East 8umn«r, Not. 23, by W. H. Eastman,
AND GOOD
month.
Esq Mr. George Y. Bobinson and Miss Jose- PEBFECT SECURITY
needay evenings of eachand
South Parte Council, phine M. Oldham, both of Sumner.
îl-~:N5rw»y
RATES OF INTEREST.
Q· Α· B· Hal> every Tuwday
evening
U· O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199. meets
Died.
FOR SALE BY
*D
Wednesday evenings of each
momh
In South Paris, Nov. 21, Alva Shurtleff, a ged
C.-Vorway Commandery, No. 247.
,0tmh Thu"d»y evenings oi
) years, 28 days.
in South Paris, Not. 25. Jamea Freeland
Castle, No. 2, meets In Byer- Doble, aged 79 years, 9 months.
■
to
In Gorham, Ν. H.. Not. 20, Frank P. Burbank
September
OF
evening,
Μλτ
Thured*y evenings, May to of South Paris, aged 51 years.
In Hiram, Not. 11, Mrs. Annette C., wife of
Septimber
Maine.
Ν orwuy,
Llewellyn A. Wadsworth, aged 60 years.
In East Hebron, Not. 14, James, little son of
Minot St. Clair Francis bas not been
Rot. and Mrs. W. T. Boyd, aged 1 year, and 10
seen in Norway.
months.
The weekly sbut off of C. B. CumIn Freeport, Not. 16, Mrs. Dorcas Bryant, forof Greenwood, aged 90years.
mings & Sons' steam plant occurred on merly
In HanoTer, Not. 19, Orlando P. Russell, aged
Thursday. "Some trouble with the 66 years.
When the natural teeth have
boiler." It appears to patrons of the
In Welcbvllle, Not. 19, Mlltou Howard, aged
years.
been lost, the
plant who have no other way to heat 73In
Not. 21, Wesley Wight, forΝ.
Gorham,
H.,
untheir apartments that it is a most
merlyof GUead, aged 75 years.
affaire.
In Westbrook, Nov. 16, Mary Elizabeth Horr,
pleasant condition of
of North Waterford, aged 75 years.
George Walker has repaired and im- formerly
In Rumford Falls, Nov. 18, Parker Abbott of
and
has
He
his
shingled
buildings.
proved
Andover.
the ell and shed and placed outside
In Auburn, Nov. 14, Mrs. Susan Stubbs, forvears.
windows on the front of his dwelling merly of Canton, aged 74Mrs.
In Hartford, Nov. 14,
Lydla, wlfeof Wilhouse.
liam F. Mitchell.
the
enhanced
will be
Charles E. Holt, Esq., has been conIn Canton, Nov., Henry Burnham.
substitution of
fined to his house several days this week
with a severe cold. He was much improved the last of the week.
The public library will be closed by
SKILLFULLY MADE.
the executive committee from Saturday
Dec. 1, to Saturday, Dec. 8, for the purhas arrived when artifitime
The
of books, refemales, 6 months, cial teeth are as essential as food and
pose of taking account
the
and
library.
rearranging
pairing
Call to see
working finely, $6.
Miss Johnson will improve the time by
clothing.
or sent on trial.
having the library room thoroughly them,
F. E. SANBORN,
cleaned also.
Our Dentures are the most
of
Denmark, Me.
A. L. Cook is obliged to go with a
Natural and Perfect
cane owing to an injury received some
the teeth that nature gives.
his
knee.
time since, when he sprained
to show you
Among the other improvements C. L.
We should be
Hathaway has made upon Hathaway
our teeth and give you prices.
Block is the relaying of the platform in
IT
IT SO THAT

story of the chapel, in
the spacious Sunday school room, are
circle after oircle of classes of children,
In the upper

from 5 to 15 years
bright-faced woman,
moves up and down
each arrival. She
scholars to
places
Many of the children
at an early age and
school are at once

Warm and Dry

Sumner, Not. 19, to the wife of Daniel
D. Small, a daughter.
In Bryant's Pond, Not. 19, to the wife of Al·
8. M., Tan Whitman, a daughter.
In Norway, Oct. 15, to the wife of Alonzo

^T^^^SSSir'SSSiiSG

^school.

Successfully need by Mother Onr, sane la the
Children's Home In New York, Cure Feverishness, Bod Stomach, Teething Disorders, more
and regulate the Bowel* ana Destroy Worm·.
Over 80,000 testimoniale. The* neverJbil. At all
drnffgi»U, 28c. Sample FREE. Address, Allen
S. Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. T.

a son.
In West

Observant passersby at the corner of
Twenty-second and Spruce Streets,
Philadelphia, any Wednesday afternoon,
at half-past four o'clock, might notice
children are making their way from all
directions towards the chapel of the tap of each month. Mt. Hope Bebekah ofLodge,
each
" 1
0n
Mday
Holy Trinity Memorial church. Should month
the onlooker detain one of these ohildren
κ· of Ρ—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
es
to ask what the attraction is, be will at ri?îy. Tt,ure(l*y Evening. |J. Β., A. O. Nov
""*· thlrd Friday of each
once hear the prompt reply; "It's our m!mfh°n τ 1?" I2·
ρ· »·. œcond
Νο·,ω·
We have it every 2>d fnnrt^H.8eemblT'
evontngs of each month.
temperance

"A dangerous surgical operation, intbe removal of a malignant niwoari
now
But
road.
the
volving
bereavement.
late
honks along
shown in our
as large as my hand, from my daughcer,
Ν. T. Swift.
ter's hip, was prevented bj the applicaA. A. Swift.
tion of Bucklen's Arnica Salve," says A.
Mae. J. E. Mubch axd Family.
C. Stiokel, of Miletns, W. Va. "Perthe Salve completely cured
A distinguished Boston alienist hai off a dumpoart." So perhaps we ebal sistent use of
tc 1 it." Cure· Cuts, Borne and Injuries.
«tick
il
If
Sandford
that
after
the
they
better
all,
be
off,
expressed
opinion
j
25o at 7. A. Shurtleff A Co., druggists.

neighbors

J?™*

KEEP YOUR FEET

Motto 6r*y'i 8wMt Powtoi for Chlldrsa,

a

A YEAR OF BLOOD.
W.E.Feolcy
The year of 1903 will long be rememΒ. M. Everett
A. W. Walker à Son
bered in the home of F. N. Tacket, of
The following secured from *25 to f40. Alliance, Ky., as a year of blood; which
flowed so copiously from Mr. Tacket's
Mounuin View ram HaU
that death seemed very near. He
lungs
MUlett
H.
8.
Π M Mm

iorey

From her Pastor,
Howabd A. Clifford.

OUB PLEDGE.

I hereby promiae, God helping me, to
abet*in from all distilled, fermented and
malt liquors, including wine, beer, and
cider, a· a beverage, and to employ all
means to discourage the use of

«eo. Pre* tor

member of the South Paris Methodist
church. Such a life, honored by friends, J B. Roblnwn
MMlett
children and grandsons, needs no lofty A.J.4F.L. Π"1*"
monument of marble to recall its grarira
Ϊ7ίβ1Β. Dana
oions influence.

Gotieman

lunch of punch, fancy crackers, cak<
and home-made oonfectionery was serv
ed in the dining room. The fortune· ο
the evening gave the prize of a book t<
Arthur 8. Forbes, while the booby pria
to Dt
—a bottle of catchup—went
Stewart, though it is only fair to thi
he
secur
other contestant· to state that
ed It from two others with whom he wa
tied only by drawing lots. It was a ver;

rmoSi

I'rulter

NOBWAY.

W. C. T. U. Column.

Shurtleff.

▲ highly respected citizen of Paria, a
native of the town and one who had
passed nearly all his long life here, passed away Wednesday night in the person
of Alva Shurtleff, at the time of his
death one of the oldest residents of the
town. Mr. Shnrtleff had not been in
robust health for some time, and was occasionally confined to the house, bat
most of the time was able to attend to
ordinary matters about the house, and
was down street the Saturday before his
death. His children were summoned in
time to reach here before the end.
▲lva Shurtleff was born in Paris Oct.
24, 1817, and had passed his 89th birthday only a few weeks before his death.
He was the son of Alva and Anna (Shaw)
Shurtleff. He served an apprenticeship
at the shoemaker's trade, and when about
twenty years of age started in business
for himself on Paris Hill. Later he
opened a store there, and for a number
of years conducted both linos of busi-

:urnUher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME,
Telephone Ι06·3.

Ladies'Fur Driving Coats,

From $22 to $26.

Evory lady who rides in the winter ahould have on·,
and if her husband has one she should insist on It.

Ladies'

Long Coats,
From
Misses', Children's,

$6 to $25.

and Infants', at all

price·.

iS Wool Dress Goods.
SS"» 86c.

to $1.60.
for 58 cent·, that
to «1.25 ?

the SILK we are selling
γΛ·.
TTQ
nave I OU DCUll formerly sold from 75 cents
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line from 47 cents to $1.50.

A
NEW TABLE
THANKSGIVING ?

CL0TH
We hare
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a
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YOURS TRULY,

S. B. & 1. S.. Prince.

The New-York

ALMOST

Tri-Weekly Tribune

AS

almost u
newspaper (or buey people,
and your Rural Fire· Delivery Carriei
time· every week.
brings it to your door three
and Friday·,
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays
of The Dally
and contains all the most important news
Tribune, which is a guarantee of Its value. and have not
If you live in the village or on a farm
in close touch
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept
small cost.
with all important news of the world at a very
TRI-WEEKLY
YORK
NEW
of
THE
The regular price
can secure it with
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, butvouOxford
Democrat,
The
local
newspaper,
favorite
your own

metropolitan
good m a daily,

GOOD

ia a

AS

A
DAILY

M Papers One Year (or $2.25.

NEWS-

Oxford Democrat,
Send your order and money to The
South Paris, Maine.
card to THE NEW·
Your name and address on a postal

PAPER.

New-York City, will
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE,
bring you a free sample copy.

Pavsniil
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pi,

your rw
spei
rxvl il ,-ι· a j uu art· not satisfied
ί*»ί
the
uuvc
ttiit y
ready roofing
ni.i>:o, seud us your name and a· 1·
dress, and wo will send you a cheek
for the full c-it of the roofing inuf applyin*
»oni»iii* it.
.«*· or
_I,.,1 ,.. .κ«
tlio cos>t
Ciuilin..
it. aj

to

rust-proof caps—water proofed on both

a

ass—,
Longest

Roofing
t

Roofing With
Money-back

The

Paroid Lasts

ft,lt ouls,,je atuj simply satoruie and ooat it,
because it is tutikad (not dipped) in a saturating
compound which makes it water proof in every fibre.
Because It is coated on bot h sides with ihestrongest,
thickft, smovthut. ttnujheU, aeit flexible coating
used ouany ready roofing. Don't take our word aloo·
for it. Compare Paroid with any other. You can see
and feel the difference. Paroid doe* not break or
crack in the coldest weather or run in bot weather.
Because it is applied with our patented square,
side·—the only caps that will not rust, work loose

and cause leaks.
it lasts
These are some of the reasons why we can (rira Paroid so stroc* a guaranty—*chy
factories sad farmers every where.
so long—why it is so largely used by the U. 8. Gov't., railways,
guaranty.
All we ask is that you try it, on our

money-back
don't take a substitut·but send (or samples

supply you,
IIINfi PV ANC FRF F
RUN
DUlUlinU

if your dealer cannot

SON, Agents, South Paris, He.

Cord Wood,

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth StaM

MAINE.

NORWAY,

No appetite, loss of

tiwtblt* with
carat m» mi

mi

strength.

aour atomic h
m in now

for twenty im
uainf It te alft

Kodol Digests What You Κat.

$1.00 Six· hokttna 2K tkoea the
s>u. which Mils for 50 cents.

BMNeeoeto.

Wsl

hl>mi by L O. O.WITT ΛΟΟ.. ONIOAOa
by r A. Shurtleff A Co.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Mouldings
Grade Portrait Work

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..
K. W. (
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Crosswords: 1. Wished for. 2. A
wrench for unscrewing the couplings
of a hose. 3. Seasons of the year. 4.
A detached bastiou. 5. Everlasting.
2. A femiDiamond: 1. lu Kunic.
nine name. 3. To bury. 4. A snare.
5. In Itunlc.
Centrals-A word meaniug between.

charge f»r

HIXDLEK,

Builders' Finish I
I will furotah 1MK)RS anl WINDOWS of say
Size or Style at reasonable price·.

Also Window & Door Frames.

Norway,

Me.

For Sale at

Norway National Bank.

WOP Κ HORSE FOR SALE.
Good woiker, double or single,
fears nothing but a whip, perfectly

kind and safe, will be sold at a low
price as 1 wi>h to winter no horse.
Will take part
Price one hundred.
pay in wood or hay or both.

Bankruptcy.

Γο the Hon. C LxHKJiCK Hals, Judge of the DU
trlct Court of the United Sûtes for the DUtrtct
of M nine
II. HALL, of Kumford, *n the Countv of Oiford, and Stale of Maine, In eat·!
District, rv»i*M tfully represent· that on the 11th
lay of Nov., last past, he waa duly adjudged
tiaokrupt under the Act· of Congre·· relating to
Bankruptcy; that he ha· duly surrendered all
Ul· property and right» of property,and ha· fully
omplled with all the requirement· of «aid Acta
«nd of the order· of Court touching hi· bank-

I[MHïAK

therefore

he pray·, That he may be decreed
i>y the Court to nave a full discharge from all
del>u provable against his estate under «aid
bankruptcy Acta, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
bated this 31 >t day of October, A. D. 1906.
EDGAR B. HALL, Bankrupt.

tilled.

Witness the ll«>n. Clakkkck Halk, Jadge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland. In said District, on the loth day of Nov
A. D. 1'JOtS.
JAMES K. HKWEY, Clerk.
[L. s.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
J \ MES E. HEWKY. Clerk.
Attest

For Sale in South Paris.

The house and land belonging to the
estate of the late Mr·. Sarah W..Hewett,
situated in the center of the village, ha·
two apartments of seven and eight room·
and Job Work. with aheda, large attic, «ko., and is in
excellent condition. The grounds are
extensive, containing additional house
M lie be<1 liant Wixxl r'.oor Boapla for sale.
lota.
W. T. HEWKTT.
E. W. (HIUDLIIR,
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent, S. Paria.
Maine.
....
West Sumner,
If In want of any ktn<l of Vinlah for InaUte or
Pine Lum
nutable work, senti io your onter·
tier ami Shinglea oa han«l Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing

ments than all other

ranges combined:

(patented), worth tbe paie· of Dm
Oo«k>Aah Grata (patented), htm foal,
keep· fit· over night; AabMtoa-Back Otm* quickeet,
surnt baku mr cooatncttd; C«p>Joiat Oven Flo··»
never leek, acooomiia heal, make bolter οτα ; Reliebl·
accurately, mot
Orea Indicator· telle caodition of
effected by smoke or gieeee.

Sintfl·

Da

<

Jmmd

fmr Illustrate circular.

WALKER 4 MUTT *F6. CO.. 31-33 U«lo« St.,

NFISH AND UK. MINNOW.

may have It. I slia 11 uot be selfish."
"I guess yuu ar«· Jealous of me now,
aren't you?" inquired the minnow
with a broad smile.
"No. Indeed," answered the sunfish

1ST.

BBRZjIN ANS OORBAM.

Two cities of the united stales
the pictures.

are

represented by

351.—Ourled Word Square.
church U nicely drawn, my dear,
Iiut there should be u steeple here.

Nu.

L Your

2. He realized he was alone;
Then terror chilled him to the bone.
1 Γ in glud that you are going too.
At X o'clock I'll call for you.
Seven o'clock!
uun hua risen.
Come; don your pretty muslin frock.

i. The

6. We clustered round α grassy plat.
And In the centre Esther sat.

I'm so afraid 1 should tumble off."—
Youth's Companion.

Thejr Agreed.
Dentist (who has pulled the wrong
tooth)—I see how 1 made the mistake.
I counted the molars from the back
Instead of the front You don't seem
to have cut your wisdom teeth yet,
young mau.

That's evident
Groaning Patient
Irom the choice I made of a dentist
—

Kejr to the Puaaler.

Να 340.—Double Acrostic: Primais
Finals—Tlconderoga.
—Malvern Hill.
1. Merit. 2. Altai. 3. Laconic. 4. Volcano. 5. European, β. ltound. 7. Neptune. 8. Hector. 9. Indigo. 10. Lading. 11. Lava.
2.
No 341.—PI: 1. Cuba, Havaua.
Lion, lamb. 3. Purple, pink, drab. 4.

Plate, cup, saucer, bowl. 5. He, ohe,
they, us, them, it.
No. 342.—Double Rlddlemeree: Adder, cobra.
No. 343.—Substituted Vowels: Postal, pistol, pastel, pistil.
No. 344.—Burled Poets: 1. Holmes.
2. Pope. 8. Otway. 4. Crabbe.

at

Home.

knows how some women,
after a yoar or two of married life, get
careless about their dress, says a lady
novelist. They seem to think that their
fortune is made, and it isn't necessary to
on
irrange tbe hair becomingly and put
% pretty gown just for their husbands.
This is all wrong, and it is an error that
arises from laziness. Men like to see
their wives look pretty just as much as
they did when they were but sweethearts.
Take a woman's advice, and if you can
have but one attractive gown let that be
the one to be worn indoors. Endeavor
neat
to have daintily arranged hair and a
and simple costume for breakfast. Have
well-fitting boots or slippers, as the case
to make
may be; and, in fact, study
fish is
yourself just as wineome after the
landed as when you were not so sure of
him.

and

thread with which

a

glove

is sewn.

Hints.

T1IK

BEDROOM CLOSET FLOOR.

economical and
satisfactory for the bed-room closet floor

nothing

There is

so

vance

payment required.

If you desire to purchase real estate,
We have for sale
write or call on us.
in Oxford
some of the beet farms

MUNN&Co.«'B~—'HewTork

County.

Branch OOce, O6 r St, Wash loaton. D. C.

The E. A Strout Farm Agency,

HILLS,

150

"Largest in the World."

NASSAU STREET. NEW YORK.

Opportunity
broken

damaged Cylinder

card told whether he was a bachelor,
married or a widower. Dots gave InFirst Messenger Boy—A lady just sent
for::: tlon as to his posltlou and forfor me to fill her coal stove.
Second Ditto—Is she going to koep tune. and the expression of his face
was shown by a decorative llower.
that up all winter?
First Boy—Not much. I fixed that by
The stranger's religion was told by
the punctuation after his name. If he
spilling most of it on the floor.
I was α Catholic It was a period, If α
DANCING PROVES RATAL.
Jew a dash, If he was a Lutheran a
at
cold
catch
women
men
and
Many
! semicolon and 110 stop at all Indicated
dances which torminate in pneumonia
and consumption. After exposure, if him a nonbeliever.
So a man's morals, character and
Foley'e Honey and Tar is taken it will
break up a cold and no serious results api>earauce were pointed out by tbe
Refuse any but the pattern of Ids passport, and the author
need be feared.
genuine in a yellow package. F. A. Itles could tell at a glance whether he
Shurtleff A Co.
was a gamester or a preacher, a phy-

sons' Supplies.

FOLLOWS

A

HANDY

FOR TUR

POT

LIFTER.

CHRISTMAS TREE.

Wo made pretty and also grotesque
ornament our
dolls with which to
Christmas tree by dressing clothes-pins.
We used crepe paper for dresses, aa it
can be pulled into any desired shape.
Peanut dolls, strung on thread and dressed in crepe paper, were handed around,
to be eaten after the tree was denuded of

gifts.

A HOMEMADE UREAD AND CAKE COOLER.

To

make an

bind across

Co.

Bjonea—"Why the grouch?"
Psmith—"My wife called me
Bjonea—"Cheer tip. It may

true."

dug

to announce that
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs, colds
and lung troubles is not affected by the
National Pure Food and Drug Law as it
contains no opiates or other harmful
drugs, and we recommend it as a safe
remedy for children and adults.—P. A.
Shurtleff A Co.

pleased

table oil cloth. It comes in all colors
Mies Thumper—That old gentleman
and cm be purchased to harmouize with cried when 1 played the nocturne. He
A
said it reminded him of his past life. Is
rugs, carpets and other furnishings.
few he a
damp cloth will wipe it up in a
great player?
and
or
dust
trouble,
little
Mr. Chumper—No, he used to be a
minutes, with
clean.
and
neat
looks
it alwaye
piano tuuer.

Make a holder similar to a flat-iron
holder, but thinner. I use flannelet,
four double. Quilt it on the machine.
To one corner sew a piece of tape, a yard
In the other end of
or more in length.
the tape cut and work a buttonhole. Sew
a button on your apron belt, above the
pocket, and button the holder to your
a saving of
apron. The result will be
time, to say nothing of burnt fingers.

inexpensive bread and

side-pieces

for the cooler to stand on,

and you have a simple, durable and inarticle on which to cool
a fool." expensive
the hot
not be bread, cake and pies, or to place
stew-pan while the sauce cools.

She proved it.

TO

up a bunch of my old

KEEP FLOORS

WHITE.

So many people find it hard to keep
their kitchon floors in good condition
that my method may help tbem. I have
In every elime its color· are unfurled
it
Its fame has spread from sea to sea; a hard-wood floor, and formerly kept
finished with the various floor preparaBe not surprised if in the other world,
tions, but found that these wear off in a
Yon hear of Rooky Mountain Tea.
very short time, so I tried washing it
Sold bj F. A. Shnrtleff Λ Co.
After sprinkling
with soda and water.
about a heaping teaspoonful of soda on
"Who was that fool you bowed to?"
water
any grease spots, pour boiling
"My husband."
over it, then take a mop and wipe up the
"Oh-I er-I humbly apologise-I—"
But whole floor. This is far more satis·
"Never mind. I'm not angry.
what a keen observer yon are."
factory than scrubbing, for it will take
out grease spot· without the use f
This will keep the
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY ,4elbow-grea»e."
flour snowy white, as well as clean.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
Druggists refund money if it fails to
RULES FOR THE WEEK.
cure.
E. W. Orovr's signature is ou
Do everything by the shortest, quick·
each box. 25c.
Do not
est, easiest method possible.
Do not overwork. Do not rnsb.
Chappy—I tell you when I read shout worry.
Tuesday, iron; Wednessome of Edison's wonderful inventions Monday, wash;
clean
it makes me think a little. Misa Cut- day, bake; Thursday, visit; Friday,
prepare for the Sablery—Yes; isn't It remarkable what bouse; SuSaturday,
inlay, rest. Give eight hours
bath;
electricity can do?
each day to sleep, eight hours to work,
eight hours to recreation and reading.
Need a good cathartic? A pill ia beat Bo beforehanded. Get as mnoh work
Say a pill like DeWltt'a Little Early done in theforeuoons as pouible. Drive
Risers. About the most reliable on the
work; do not let it master you.
market Sold by F. A. Shurtleff à Co.
[ave pride in it. Give the home plenty
of fresh air and sunshine. Take a five
He—When we are married, my love, minute nap every afternoon. It will pay.
we shall have a lot to straggle with.
Simple effect· are beet. Do not raultiEliminate the nnneceaaary.
She (ooaeollnglyy—We ahall have each
Be aystematic.
a your work.
other.

£our

Kwork.

SOUTH PARIS.

Frothingham,

W. 0.

3000 feet first class iron piping,
from one to two inch. Will sell for
10 per cent. less than wholesale cost.
R. L. CUMMINGS,
South Paris, Me.

South Paris.

Mutrrialiatlc Mnn.

Husband (crossly)—"Why do you have
all our bills presented once a week instead of on the 1st?"
Wife—"Because you told me not to
have them large."

~1S~ WORTn

'NAME

IVIRV

OF A

PIKCC*

Chocolate Bonbonsl
Wholesome—Digestible

Erery

Sealed

As no nue is

TYPEWRITER

is that it shall

Oae Box will make
A Happy Home I

be

an

Package guaranteed

Fresh and Full Weight

Pauqr Boxea and Batktit la txcluilvt
dtllJOB—for aiftt

Underwood.

THE WALTER M. LOWNEY CO.
Maker· of Cocoa and Chocolat·*

BOSTON, MAIS.

Ν

[astern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.

3.T.S REDUCED {RATE* :
Pare Porllund to Bouton $1.00
Stateroom

...

Don't make the mistake

§1.00

of

Commencing Monday, Sept. 17, steamalternately leave Franklin Wbarf,
Portland, and India Wharf, Boston,
daily, except Sunday, at 7 P. u.
ere

Freight

lines.

rates

always

as

thinking

writer will

low as other

spirit

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is insured
against fire and marine risk.

A. H. IIANSCOM, G. P. and Τ.
Boston, Mass.

Dr. Austin

Will be at Elm

of

any visible

do—get
wanting

the
the

best and then

General Agent,
J. F. LISCOMH,
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.

get the

Α.,
4

Tenney,

UNDERWOOD.

House, Norway,

Hours 9 a. m.
Tuesd y, Oct. 23d.
All glasres warranted.
to 8 p. m.

REMEMBERING.
At Hotel, Fryeburg, Wednesday,
immune, every person
should remember that Foley's Kidney"Some men can take uew furniture Nov.
7th.
Cure will cure any case of kidney or and make It look as If It was made a
bladder trouble that is not beyond the century ago." says a Journalist So
CAUTION.
reach of medicine. F. A. Shurtleff Je Co. cnu some childreu.
My wife, Parah K. Storrr, having left me
without Just cause, I herebj forblil all persons
Little Willie—Say, pa, what is that
truetlng ber on my iio ount. 1 ahall not pay say
of her 1)111· after thl* date.
old saying about a fool and his money?
Ill* S lie.
Hiram, Maine, Oct 31st, 1906.
Pa—A wise man and a fool's money
AUSTIN STORES.
Mis·
D'ye know,
("holly Nowitt
are soon united, my son.
Smart, though I've only Just met you,
NOTICE.
A QUARANTEKD CURE FOR PILES. there kocuis to l>c a sort of Intellectual
THIS

MASON MFG. CO.
South Paris, Maine.

first, last and all the time

Always Delicious—Pure—

Send some one. Lord, to love the best
that Is In me and to accept nothing less
from me. to touch me with the searching tenderness of the passion for the
Ideal, to demand everything from me
for my own sake, to give me so much
that I cannot think of myself and to

Always the lame.
Tailor's Little Boy (walking with his
father, sees a street roller)—What's
that. i>apa? Tailor—'The street's being
newly Ironpd and preened.—Figaro.

ON

JOCKEY'S

Prayer.

Mntulf Wm W'llllnjr.
strict housewife said to η new
maid, "I forgot to tell you, Maude, that
Λ Co.
if y »u break anything I'll have to take
"■Do you really believe," asked the un- it out of your wages."
Hut Maude, whom two days bad
scrupulous business man, "that 'honesty
is the bent policy'?"
heartily sickened of her berth, replied,
"I believe," replied the Rov. Mr. with a merry laugh: "Do It, ma'am; do
Good ley, "that it is the very beet eter- It. I've just broke the hundred dollar
nal tire insurance policy."
vase in the parlor, and If you can take
that out of $1—for I'm leavln' at the
We have secured the agency for Orino
of the week-why, you'll be mighty
Laxative Fruit Syrup, the new laxative end
that makes the liver lively, purifiée the élever."—Argonaut.
breath, cures headache and regulates
The Oilier One.
chronic
the digestive organs. Cures
"What Is the mpanlug of 'alter
constipation. Ask us about it. P. A.
"
Shurtleff Λ Co.
asked the teacher of the beginrgo?'
ners' class in Latin.
Stern Parent—From ray observation
"The other I," said the boy with the
of him last uight I came to the conclusion that that young man of yours was curly hair.
sentence containing tbe
"Give a
rather wild.
Daughter—Of course. It was you phrase."
that made him wild. He wanted you to
"He winked his other I."
go upstaira and leave us alone.
Louo: Sighted.
Good for everything a salve is used for
New Nurse—Hut why don't you want
and especially recommended for piles.
That is what we say of DeWitt's Witch to take your bath, Johnny?
Little Johnny—'Cause somebody said
Hazel Salve. On the market for years
and a standby in thousands of families. the good die young, and I don't want
Get DeWitt's. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff to take chances on being drowned.
Λ Co.
See?—Exchange.

of

Feature

started, with no passengers and
chauffeur, moved by a series of explosions or redistributions of energy, and
rushing on to inevitable destruction."

Your stomach churns and digeets
food you oat and if foul, or torpid, or ble.
out of order, your whole system suffers
from blood poison. Ilollister's Rocky
Mountain Tea keeps you well. 35 cents,
A
Tea or Tablets. Sold by P. A. Shurtleff

quire

Essential

no

ask *:» much that I can keep nothing
l ack, to c.msole me by making me
strong before sorrow comes, to help
n:o so to live that while I part with
many thin -s by the way I lose nothing
the of the t'ift of life.—Hamilton W. Ma-

Lady help wanted for steady employment, for further particulars in-

The Most

Sir James Crlchtou-Hrowne, the Englisti physician, speaking before sor
members of Ills profession, protested
against the tendency to udopt too materialistic· an explanation of man. Tbe
raw material of a medical practice became a mere contrivance of matter and
force: the brain of this poor consumer
of pill.s and potions a "glue-like substance. nine-tenths water, with a little
phosphorus thrown In." "They left us
man." said Sir James, with a smashing
figure, "a motor car, self made and self

A

Help Wanted.

For Sale.

sician or a lawyer, and'whether h
"Were you out in all that rain?" asked I
was to lie put under surveillance or
woman
the
young
Mary. "No," said
I allowed to go free.—Sunday Magazine.
in
the
wae
"I
from Vaeear.
merely
portion of the rain that descended in my

are

W. A. Porter,

A. W. WALKER & SON,

j

We

Records,

All Kind of Ma-

—

Λ Co.

as

COLD cake cooler, something that no housebe without, purchase a
bat never follow· the use of Foley'· wife should
wire
rather fine meshed,
Honey and Tar. It atop· the cough, piece of Have the hardwareheavy
man turn
heal· and strengthens the lung· and fencing.
down about four inches on eacb end and
prevent· pneumonia. F. A. Shurtleff Λ
with tin. This makes the
PNEUMONIA

XT.

IF YOU want a quick cash
sale for your country property, write for our improved
FREE listing blank·. No ad-

IR UXfOr

Tidiness

Went and

more improve-

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

Copyright· Ac.

MOSES P. STILES, District Mgr.
cheerily.
"Well, why aren't you?'* asked the
Norway, Maine.
bride's
The
parents
guests.
Hicks—Yes, I've been to Now York minnow.
stand near the entrance, and all guests since I saw
you last.
hostess of the
"Sliuply liecnuse I have already gol Jeweler and Graduate Optioian.
greet them, being host and
Wicks—Yes? You didn't stay long.
out of the box all the best that it conoccasion.
Hicks—No; It's hard to stay long in tained."
In the event of there being forty guests
New York; it's so easy to get short.
Mr. Minnow's countenance fell, and
tbey should all be seated at small tables,
box. Su c
the nearest friends being given places of
years I starved, then I bought a lie hurried off to Inspect the
"Fpr
should
which
bride's
table,
honor at the
cent bottle of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure,! enough, the very l>est that had been ι
Tbe 50
attraction.
of
centre
the
all
me
occupy
and what that bottle benefitted
It was gone, and the sunflsh had taken
dinner or supper, as the case may be, the gold In Georgia could not buy. I
it.—Pittsburg Dispatch.
should be served in courses, and when it
I
months
two
in
and
it
kept on taking
ha·» proceeded far enongli for the serving went back to my work ae machinist. In
of tbe sweets then the bride herself cuts three mouths I was as well and hearty
the cake. It may be that she will only as I ever was. I still use a little ocPASSPORTS IN FRANCE.
cut just
NORWAY, MAINE.
as I find it a fine blood puriput the knife into it, or she may
casionally
a
cut
or
by fier and a good tonic. May you live The Kind 'i'liat Were limited In tbe
vour
one piece, the remainder being
of
bit
XVI.
wedding
Tiiiie uf LohIm
RodN.
serving maid. After this
Cornell,
and
passed longGa., prosper."—C.
etiquette is over the cake is then bride's
The mysterious cards of the Count
Aug. 27, 1900. Kodol is sold
ing,
to all the guests, those at the
here by P. A. Shurtleff A Co.
de Vergeime·» each contained a brief
first.
table being served
history In c'.p!u»r of those to whom th. y
It is then that the bride leaves her
"Young man, there are two questions were
given. He Vergenues was Louie
to change her in life: 'Will it
order
in
it
and
'Is
right?'
pay?'
guests temporarily
XVI.'s minister of foreign affairs, and
costume.
her
for
cbooee?"
shall
BUY
Which
traveling
you
gown
charrêthe carThey are worth 25 cents each on my
"Both. I'll use the first up to 50, and when straugers of a suspicious
Upon her way d°wn to take moment
then I can probably afford to adopt the ter were about to enter France he isriage she generally stands for a
exchange plan.
at the top of the etalre and throws her second."
sued to them these strange cards,
A full line of Columbia Disc and
clusbouquet, the guests at the bottom
wi.Ich act oil as passports, and were
it,
Give children a remedy with a pleascontering about in an endeavor to catch the
Information
to
intended
Polish
and
also
give
Patents in Blucher
Cylinder Machines and Records.
$3.50.
ant taste. Don't force unpleasant medithe lucky girl being euppesed to be
the bearer without his knowlcerning
and hear them talk.
Call
throats.
their
down
cine
Kennedy's
next bride.
All other leathers $3.00.
the Laxative
Alter taking leave of her mother
('containing) Honey and Tar is edge.
Indicated
In the first place, Its color
I aiso carry
bride and groom make a rush for the most pleasant to take. Children like it,
who cardoor, the guests following them with and as a relief for colds, coughs, etc., the nationality of tbe man
No opiates. ried It.
The person's uge, approxitokens of good luck in the shape of rice there is nothing better.
MAINE.
and Suit Cases
SOUTH PARIS,
Conforms to National Pure Food and mately, was told by the shape of the
and white slippers.—Ex.
Drug Law. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff card. A fillet around the border of the

love letters, and read 'em to met"

Have

HI

desired.

SIMON STAHL,

dr·
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Lanroat
·
eulatlon of any aclentlflc Journal. Terms, t>
all newsdealers.
year : four months, |L Sold by

receive the

Everybody

Psmith—"But it is.

okincj-Rancjes

Patents
Scientific American.

liK.

quantity

For Price and Particulars address,

mar
Anyone lending a sketch and deacrlptlon
whether an
quickly iiscortnln our opinion freeCommunie»·
Invention is probably patentable.
Patents
on
Hons st rlct I y confldent lal. HANDBOOK
sent free. Oldest asency for securing patents.
Patents tcken through Munn h Co. ncalT·
tptrial not lee, without charje, In th·

"Very well," lie sjiid linally ; "yon

Maine.

CAR LOAD LOTS A SPECIALTY.

Trunks, Bags

2.
No. 83T.-Triangle: 1. Parlor.
3. Rare. 4. Lie. S. On. â. R.
▲gain.
There·».
XsUc·
Ordar of
No. 338.—"C" Puzzle: Cigar, collar,
DlXTKICT Of M AIM II. se.
cuffs, child, curls, cart
on this luth day of Nov., A. D. is**», on reading cane, coat
the foregoing petition, It la
coal, cars, curtains, curb.
ordered by the C<>urt. that a hearing be had
No. 389.—Charade: Nightingale.
the same on the 3"th day of Nov., A. D.

u|K>n
lsue, lie fore said Couit at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon: and that no
tlce thereof lie published In the Oxford Democrat. a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other person» In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place.
»nd show cause. If any they have, why the
praverof said p<-t:Uoner should not be granted.
A nd It la further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mail to all known creditors copie· of said peUUon and Ihl· order, addressed to them at their place· of residence a»

In any
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■'m.

«

-

Co.,

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE

DcVons

and hay fever. Back
maid of honor arranges the bride's train. cures nasal catarrh
maid of of thia statement is the testimony of
Following the bridal couple the
thouwands and a reputation of many
houor comes, and lastly the ushers.
bride's
home,
the
years' success. AH druggists. 50 cents,
at
Upon arriving
hv Ely Bros., 50 Warren
where the reception is to be held, the or mailed
husband and wife, with other attendants, Street, New York.

immediate vicinity.1'
The Care of Uloves.
Here is our condensed opinion of the
Too much cannot be said about the
No. 831·.—Double Beheading· and Curnecessity for proper care in removing Original Laxative Cough Syrup: "Nearly
C. C. DEARBORN,
gloves from the band», for upon this all other cough syrups are constipating,
1. Doubly behead aud curtail abash- more than anything else depends the especially those
containing opiates.
Near Fair Grounds.
meat.
of
ed and leave a kind
length of time a pair of gloves will wear. Kennedy's Laxative (containing) Honey
be
it
should
Contains no
the
bowels.
a
and Tar moves
glxss After unfastening the glove
2. Doubly behead aud curtail
Conforms to the National
turned back over the hand as far as the opiates.
Steam Engine and Boiler bottle aud leave cannot.
off Pure Food and Drug Law. Sold by P.
fingers, and then should be pushed
For frale Cheap.
without pulling on the fingers of the À. Shurtleff & Co.
Rouadlng m Carver.
at all, as when this is done the
Second hand, six horse power
▲ lady at whose house Leigh Huut glove
Mayme—George declared he would
of the sewing are broken, and in
him at threads
to
said
boiler.
horse
was
and
solicitously
dining
power
eight
gladly go through Are and water for me.
engine
a short time begin to rip.
Edyth—That means that he will look
Call and see them at A. C. Jones' dessert:
After the glove is off the band the
wash"Don't you ever venture on an or- fingers should be gently straightened after the furnace and keep your
Machine Shop, South Paris, Me.
and tubs filled after marriage.
ange?"
out, the gloves smoothed into shape,
the
"I should be delighted to do so, uiy put into a box to keep them from
THE NEW PURE POOD AND DRUG
as it is the air
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
dear madam," the poet replied, "but air as much as possible,
LAW.
fine
the
rot
that
1
it
in
of
In the natter
moisture
HALL,
{In
Bankrupt. )

South, Parle,

Revelation Shoes.

Maine.

Finit Mortgage Four per cent twentyyear bon<le in *11)0 and 1500 pieces.
Price 101.

Billing· BlOObL,

EXPERIENCE

—

team.

Water Co. of

W. «Γ. Wheeler db

_

the best man and groom enter the vestry One 50 cent bottle worked woudera and
door and start toward the chancel step", before I had taken the third bottle the
where they await the coming of the
dropsy had gone, as well as all other
bridal party. The ushers lead the way symptoms of Bright's disease.'1 F. A.
of all, two by two, followed by tbe Shurtleff & Co.

bridesmaids.
The father,—or whoever gives the
"Ignorance of the law," said «the
bride away—stands a little behind his judge, "excuses no one." "That being
has reach- tlio caso," rejoined the prisoner, "it's a
daughter after the procession the
words, wonder the jury didn't find my lawyer
ed the chancel steps, and at

pianos

the medicine we use for colds or stomach
troubles. It is a great remedy for dyspep.
sia. I feel I can't say enough in its praise
Yours truly, Mrs. Clara A. Locke.
Don't let sickness get the best of you.
Take the True "L. F." Atwood'» Med.
icine to-day and you'll toon begin to gain,
so you can eat and enjoy your food.
If
will then build you in strength and flesh.
Colored Postal Card·. 60 subjects.
Write "»■ H. H. Hav's 80ns, Selling
rrCC. Agent··
Portland, lu.

LADIES

No

to.

The Meblin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano,
are all first class, high grade instruments, and are sold for just as low
instrument. Also I have
mo^ey as they can be sold for the quality of the
stock
A
Readfield
medium
Comer, Me., Mir.>5,'04 several
always on hand. Prices
large
Dear Sirs:
grade pianos.
We have used your "L. F." Bitten low, terms easy. Send for catalogue and we will try and interest you in
in our family for over 20 year·, h is all the best
that are on the market.

Save

Lot

bing promptly attended
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Mats, Mirrors

in

O

—

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and pee this line. Job

Norway
usr»ou»

ef the stomach are all due to Indigestion.
Kodol curea Indigestion. Thla new discovof dlge··
ery represents the natural Juices
•ao as they exist in a healthy stomach,
eembined with the greatest known tonic
and reconstructive properties. Kodol Dy»>
pepeia Cure does not only cure Indigeatioa
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
eurea all stomach troubles by oleanaing.
purifying, aveetenlng and atrengtheninf
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. S 1 Bel, of Ravenawood. W. Va.. ejr-

High

—

ο

South Paris, Maine.

BONDS FOR SALE.

hm, headache, oonstipation. bad breath
general debility, aour risings, and catarrh
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No. 350_Tivo CI tie·.
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Stomach
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—

—

Xj. M. Ziongley,

Sour

Redo!
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WE USE FOR
COLDS AND-

Fish Τhat Was Unselfish Stomach Troubles

No. S4tt._Pyramid.
••Who giveth this woman," etc., steps guilty."
slop»—Timepiece, ltlght slope— forward and places her hand in that of
the
No false pretence has marked the caA people of Europe. Centrals—An In- the bridegroom. As to whether
Balm. No idle
on reer of Ely's Cream
hat
an
depends
wears
opera
groom
Jury.
a morning promises* of rewards for eases it will not
At
the
of
hour
wodding.
8.
the
A
verb.
1. A letter in write. 2.
a frock e»ire.
Being entirely harmless, It is not
or afternoon weddiug he wears
A round. 4. Angles. 5. Any writing,
snuffs and
and consequently a hat that is responsible like the catarrh
coat,
as α deed.
powders, for minds shattered by oocaine.
suitable.
virtue of Ely's Cream |
Atier the ceremony, and the newly The great positive
Mo. 3-19.—Incloaed Diamond.
it speedily and completely
wedded pair turns to leave the altar, the Halm is that

A. W. Walker & Son's,
A

THE

Left

Coal at

patterns and clean

up stock.

I

2. Take two letters from the
of plants and leave the flush of health
on the cheek.
3. Take two letters from the roof of
the mouth and leave the head.
4. Take two letters from a word
ineaulng gloomy and leave one meaning tender to the touch.

Carpets Stove Wood and!

to close out odd

PoIKe

L?i'-le

^PIANOS.^.

The Only Medicine

Animai story Par

proper temperature, single teaapoonful
of Kodol will wholly dlgeat 3,000 grains
Wedding Etiquette.
of food. It relieve· the preaent annoyBali··.
I«i
Wedding etiquette seems sometime· ance, puts the stomach in shape to satisof delay
"What u wonderful piece of good forquite complex, bat there are certain
My 1-2-3-4-5 la Impatient
the mat- factorily perform its fnnctiona. Good tune It was that that fléherman
and carries ua along at a rapid rate. rale· to follow, which simplifie·
for indlgeation, sour stomach, flatulence,
the ter and smooths oat many vexed quesbis bait box overboard!" said
My 0-7-13-14 la found first In
palpitation of the heart and dyapepsia. dropped
tion·.
to Mr. Minnow.
Stinflsh
Mr.
at
aea.
with
then
fonat.
Kodol is made in strict conformity
First of all, all the legitimate ex"Yes, indeed," replied Mr. Minnow.
My 11-12-3-9 la alwaya alert and penses of a wedding are paid by the the National Pure Food and Drug Law.
"I always did relish nice fresh bread
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
never sleeps.
bride1· family, which, of course, iocludes
crumbs and crusts, and I understand
My 5-2-10-15 gives us rest and re- tbe hiring of the carriages, the flowers,
to
"How in the world did you happen
that this box was filed with both."
freshment and enables ua to perform repast and everything except the clergy- be run over
automobile?"
by the
"And ko it was," said Mr. Sunflsh
man'· fee, which ia paid for by tbe
taaka without effort
that
ballaat
the
to
"I waa trying
dodge
have made all arrangements to bavt
"I
a
whole
U
down."
proverb.
groom.
was
My
the balloonist
throwing
It would be perfectly proper for tbe
it carried over to my house."
bridesmaid to drive to the church in tbe
OURED OF BRI6HTS DISEASE.
"But It doesn't belong to your exMo. SIC. 'Decapitation.
latsame carriage with the bride, if the
N.
tells
Mr. Minnow, half angrily. "It
which
T.,
claimed
that
Elnora,
RobertO.
Mr.
Burke,
part
Behead In éloquente
with the
writes : "Before I atarted to nee Foley's is mine."
And leave a class of snails that have no ter has no objection; however,
but
be
will
other in the carriage there
shells.
Mr. Sunflsh bit his lips thoughtfully.
Kidney Cure I had to get up from twelve
little more room than will be needed for to twenty times a night, and I was all
taken
be
must
tbe bride's gown, as care
Mm. S4T.—labtractloa*.
bloated up with dropsy and my eyesight
was so impaired I conld scarcely see one
1. Take two letters from a word not to crush it.
almost
invariably
precede of my family across the room. I had
Bridesmaids
meaning In a îe&lous manner and
should
honor
of
maid
the
and
the bride,
given up hope of iiviog, when a friend
leave one meaning In good season.
enter the church after the usbers; then recommended Foley'a
Kidney Cure.
flowers
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and prices.

Enclose 4e in stamps and we will seed
you by return mail our «-pace book oC
Better do it at ooce.

plans for Practical Farm Buildings.

S. P. MAXIM &

The beat treatment (or indigestion and
trouble· of the stomach le to reetihe
stomach. It can be retted by starvation
which
Correspondence oa topic· of Interest to tbe Udlee or by the nee of a good dlgeatant
teaoQclletl. Addrew: Editor HoMKMAKlM' | will digest the food eaten, thm taking
Me.
Column, Oxford Democrat, South Pari·,
At the
the work off the atomaoh.
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Underwood Typewriter Co.,
76

Exchange Street, Portland,

Maine.

—

Itohlng, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding

Piles. Druggist)* are authorized to refund money if Pazo Ointment fails to
50 cents.
cure in δ to 14 days
Father—That kid ought to bave a
spanking! He's altogether too preoocious; knows more than I do!

Mother—But, dear, I wouldn't call

that

precocious.

Taken a> directed, it becomes the
greatest curative agent for the relief of
suffering humanity ever devised. Suoli
la Hollister's Rooky Mountain Tea. 85

oenta, Tea
Λ Co.

or

Tablets.

V. ▲. Shurtleff

In the District Court of the United State· for the
between us. You know Just
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
1
how ta appeal to my tastes, you see. In the matter of
JOHN M BLAKE,
{In Bankruptcy. I
Dolly
Arc you a literary woman?
of Rumford, Bankrupt. )
Smart—No; I'm a kindergarten teacher.
To the creditor· of John M. Blake, In
the County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby riven that on tfe 10th day of
Aniiwer Eaar.
November, A. 1>. 1908, the said Joftn M. Blake
Nurse (to fond mother of celebrated was duly abjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
mee'.lng of his creditor* will be held at the ottce
mtuical prodigy)—Please, mum, is Mas- o'
the Referee, No. 8 Market Squa-e, South Paris,
ter Willy to 'ave 'is morning sleep 01 on the 28th da ν of Nov., A. I). I»*, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon, at which lime the said creditors
'Is
Sixteenth
Syuipherny?—
on
go
wjv
may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
Puuoh.
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
inch other business as may properly come before aald meeting.
If thou faint In the day of adversity
South Paris, Nov. IS. 1806.
WALTER L. GRAY.
thy strength 1· small.—Book of ProvRaton· la Baaknptey.
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